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Abstract
We introduce the notion of ﬁnite right (or left) numerical index on a C-bimodule AXB with
a bi-Hilbertian structure, based on a Pimsner–Popa-type inequality. The right index of X can
be constructed in the centre of the enveloping von Neumann algebra of A . The bimodule X is
called of ﬁnite right index if the right index lies in the multiplier algebra of A: In this case the
Jones basic construction enjoys nice properties. The C-algebra of bimodule mappings with a
right adjoint is a continuous ﬁeld of ﬁnite dimensional C-algebras over a compact Hausdorff
space, whose ﬁber dimensions are bounded above by the index. If A is unital, the right index
belongs to A if and only if X is ﬁnitely generated as a right module. A ﬁnite index bimodule is
a bi-Hilbertian C-bimodule which is at the same time of ﬁnite right and left index.
Bi-Hilbertian, ﬁnite index C-bimodules, when regarded as objects of the tensor 2-C-
category of right Hilbertian C-bimodules, are precisely those objects with a conjugate in the
same category, in the sense of Longo and Roberts.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
The theory of conjugation in abstract tensor C-categories appeared in the
algebraic formulation of Quantum Field Theory [H].
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In this connection, Doplicher and Roberts showed in [DR1], [DR2] that any
symmetric tensor C-category with conjugation can be embedded into a category of
ﬁnite dimensional Hilbert spaces, and therefore the category is isomorphic to the
representation category of a compact group.
However, some tensor C-categories with a unitary braiding, arising from low
dimensional QFT, can not be embedded into categories of Hilbert spaces [LR].
Longo and Roberts studied in [LR] conjugation in tensor C-categories, and they
showed that this notion is closely related to the Jones index theory for subfactors [J].
Yamagami showed in [Y] that a tensor C-category with simple unit object and
countably many generators can be realized as a category of von Neumann algebra
bimodules of ﬁnite Jones index if and only if it is rigid.
An interesting open problem is to decide which tensor C-categories with
conjugation can be embedded into categories of Hilbert C-bimodules. A related
problem is to ask which sort of bimodules should appear. In this paper we solve the
latter problem.
The paper naturally splits into two parts. In the ﬁrst part we introduce Jones index
theory for general Hilbert bimodules over pairs of C-algebras, while in the second
part we show its equivalence with conjugation theory.
In [KW1] the ﬁrst and third-named authors studied Hilbert C-bimodules with
ﬁnite Jones index in the case where the C-algebras are unital and the bimodules are
ﬁnitely generated as right as well as left modules.
If A and B are C-algebras, an object of our category is a right Hilbert B-module
X with an action of A on the left given by a nondegenerate -homomorphism of A
into the C-algebra of B-module maps of X into itself with adjoint. We will refer to
such a bimodule as a right Hilbert A–B C-bimodule. The space of intertwiners
from AXB to AYB is the set of adjointable bimodule maps.
A C-bimodule AXB is called bi-Hilbertian if it is at the same time a right and a left
Hilbert C-bimodule in such a way that the two Banach space norms arising from
the two inner products are equivalent. Examples are Rieffel’s imprimitivity
bimodules [R1].
A bi-Hilbertian C-bimodule will be called of finite right (or left) numerical index if
a suitable Pimsner–Popa-type [Pim,PiPo] inequality relating the two Banach space
norms holds (see Deﬁnitions 2.8 and 2.9). A bimodule of ﬁnite numerical index is a
bimodule which is at the same time of ﬁnite right and left numerical index.
If X is of ﬁnite right (or left) numerical index, we construct the right (or left) index
element of X as a positive central element of A00 (or B00).
While the tensor product of two imprimitivity bimodules is still an imprimitivity
bimodule, a tensor product of bi-Hilbertian bimodules cannot be made, in general,
into a bi-Hilbertian bimodule in the natural way. However, if AXB has ﬁnite right
numerical index and BYC has ﬁnite left numerical index then the algebraic tensor
product bimodule X}BY can be completed into a bi-Hilbertian bimodule in the
natural way (Proposition 2.13).
Typical examples of bimodules of ﬁnite right numerical index arise from
conditional expectations between C-algebras satisfying a Pimsner–Popa inequality.
The work of Frank and Kirchberg [FK] shows that under this only assumption the
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index element of the conditional expectation lies in the enveloping von Neumann
algebra of the bigger algebra. This reﬂects the fact that the Jones basic construction
is not always possible in the C-algebraic setting.
We introduce in our theory an extra requirement: the right index element of
AXB should lie in the multiplier algebra of A; and therefore in its centre. When this
assumption is satisﬁed, we say that X is of ﬁnite right index.
We prove that this property is in fact equivalent to other properties which would
seem stronger a priori, such as, e.g., the fact that the left action of A on X has range
into the compacts KðXBÞ (Theorem 2.22).
Now this assumption guarantees the existence of the Jones basic construction
(see Theorem 2.29), which takes the form of a positive, A-bilinear, strictly
continuous map F : KðXBÞ-A satisfying a Pimsner–Popa inequality. Since left
A-action lies inKðXBÞ; F extends uniquely to a A-bilinear map Fˆ : LðXBÞ-MðAÞ
between the corresponding multiplier algebras. The right index element of X
coincides with FˆðIÞ and it can be reached by the strict limit of the image under F of
an approximate unit of KðXBÞ:
Bases are a useful tool in Jones index theory, as they lead to a simple formula for
the index element. Izumi proved in [I] that a conditional expectation satisfying the
Pimsner–Popa inequality from a simple, unital C-algebra admits a ﬁnite quasi-basis
in the sense of [W]. We generalize Izumi’s result to C-bimodules AXB of ﬁnite right
numerical index: if A is unital, the right index element of X belongs A if and only if X
is ﬁnitely generated as a right B-module. More generally, we show that bimodules
with ﬁnite right index over s-unital C-algebras admit countable bases (Corollary
2.24). In the general case we shall deal with generalized bases in the sense of
Deﬁnition 1.3, which always exist, as shown in Proposition 1.4.
We illustrate our approach to index theory with a typical example of an inclusion
of commutative unital C-algebras satisfying a Pimsner–Popa inequality, for which a
ﬁnite quasi–basis in the sense of [W] does not exist. This class of examples arises from
branched coverings, or orbifolds. It was ﬁrst pointed out in [W, Section 2.8] and
later analyzed by Frank and Kirchberg in [FK]. We show that this inclusion is in fact
determined by a canonical nonunital subinclusion of ﬁnite right index in our sense
(cf. Example 2.32).
Let us go back to our aim of comparing Jones index theory for Hilbert bimodules
with conjugation theory. One of the main result of this paper is that these two
approaches are equivalent (cf. Theorems 4.4 and 4.13). We show that a bi-Hilbertian
C-bimodule has ﬁnite Jones index in our sense if and only if it has a conjugate
object in the 2-C-category of right Hilbert C-bimodules with nondegenerate left
actions.
Imprimitivity bimodules are ﬁnite index bimodules, with left and right index
elements equal to the identities. They can be characterized, among general
right Hilbert C-bimodules, as those objects with trivial minimal dimension
(Corollary 4.14).
We show two applications of our characterization theorem. The ﬁrst one is that
if AXB is of ﬁnite index, the set of Hilbert module mappings (i.e. those with an
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adjoint) on XB commuting with the left action coincides, as an algebra, with the set
of Hilbert module mappings on AX commuting with the right action (Corollary 4.6).
Moreover, each one of these C-algebras is a continuous bundle of ﬁnite dimensional
C-algebras over a compact space, in the sense of [KW] (Theorem 3.3).
As a second application, we show that the tensor product of two bi-Hilbertian
bimodules of ﬁnite (resp. numerical) index is still of ﬁnite (resp. numerical) index
(Theorem 5.1).
An index theory for Hilbert bimodules turns out to be more general than for
conditional expectations in the case where the algebras are not s-unital. In fact, it is
known that if E : B-A is a conditional expectation satisfying a Pimsner–Popa
inequality, an approximate unit of A must be an approximate unit of B as well.
Therefore if A is s-unital, B must be s-unital as well. In particular, a unital C-
algebra and a non-s-unital one cannot be linked by a conditional expectation
satisfying a Pimsner–Popa inequality. However, a II1 factor can be strongly Morita
equivalent to a non-s-unital C-algebra (see [BGR]).
In Section 6 we will discuss further examples of bimodules of ﬁnite index arising
from locally ﬁnite directed graphs and topological correspondences.
This paper is an extended version of an appendix contained in the draft of
[KPW1].
1. Countable bases and generalized bases
Let A be a C-algebra and X ¼ XA a right Hilbert C-module over A: We denote
by LðXAÞ the C-algebra of A-module maps on X with an adjoint.
A ﬁnite subset fuigi of X is called a finite basis if x ¼
P
i uiðuijxÞA for xAX : Our
aim in this section is to generalize this notion to comprehend countable bases or,
more generally, generalized bases. These are inﬁnite bases, and they will be a good
substitute of ﬁnite bases in the case where the ﬁnite generation property does not
hold.
We denote by yrx;y the rank one operator on X deﬁned by y
r
x;yðzÞ ¼ xðyjzÞA: The
linear span of rank one operators is denoted by FRðXAÞ and called the ideal of finite
rank operators. Its norm closure, KðXAÞ; is the C-algebra of compact operators,
which is a closed ideal in LðXAÞ:
For a left Hilbert A-module X ; we deﬁne the rank one operators by ylx;yðzÞ ¼
AðzjyÞx; and the spaces of ﬁnite rank operators FRðAXÞ; compact operatorsKðAXÞ
and adjointable left A-module maps LðAXÞ are deﬁned similarly.
The right Hilbert module XA has a ﬁnite basis if and only ifLðXAÞ ¼KðXAÞ: If in
addition A is unital,LðXAÞ ¼KðXAÞ if and only if XA is ﬁnite projective as a right
module.
Deﬁnition 1.1. Let X be a right Hilbert A-module. We say that a sequence
fuigiANCX is a (right) countable basis for X if for any xAX ; x ¼
PN
1 unðunjxÞA in
norm.
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One can easily show that for iAN; jjuijjp1; and for any ﬁnite subset F of N;
jjPiAF uiðuijxÞAjjpjjxjj: Furthermore, the sequence ðPn1 yrui ;uiÞnAN is an approximate
unit for KðXAÞ:
Remark. Our notion of basis corresponds to the notion of standard normalized tight
frame given by Franks and Larson [FL1], [FL2].
The following fact is an immediate consequence of Kasparov’s stabilization trick.
Proposition 1.2. Let X be a countably generated right Hilbert C-module over a
s-unital C-algebra A: Then X has a countable basis.
Remark. The referee kindly pointed out to us that a countable right basis fuig
always converges unconditionally (in the sense that for any xAX ; the net associatingP
iAF uiðuijxÞA to each ﬁnite subset FCN is norm converging to x), as an easy
consequence of the following estimates: for every xAXA; a; bAKðXAÞ; with
0papbpI ;
jjx 	 bxjj2 ¼ jjðxjðI 	 bÞ2xÞAjjpjjðxjðI 	 bÞxÞAjjpjjðxjðI 	 aÞxÞAjjpjjxjjjjx 	 axjj:
In the case where the right Hilbert A-module X is not countably generated,
countable bases will be replaced in the sequel by generalized bases, in the following sense.
Deﬁnition 1.3. Consider a set L and, for each ﬁnite subset mCL; let um be a ﬁnite
subset of X with the same cardinality as m: Let us endow the set of ﬁnite subsets of L
with the partial order deﬁned by inclusion. The net m-um will be called a generalized
(right) basis of X if m-Tm :¼
P
yAum y
r
y;y is an increasing approximate unit ofKðXAÞ
with norm p1:
Proposition 1.4. Any right (or left) Hilbert C-module X admits a generalized right
(or left) basis.
Proof. This is essentially the proof of existence of an approximate unit of a C-
algebra with entries in a dense ideal (cf. Proposition 1.7.2 in [Di]). Let L be X as a
set, and, for each ﬁnite subset m ¼ fx1;y; xng of L let um ¼ fð1=n þ
Pn
1 yxj ;xj Þ	1=2xi;
i ¼ 1;y; ng: Then the proof of the cited result shows that the net Tm :¼
P
yAumyy;y ¼
ðPn1 yxj ;xj Þð1=n þPn1 yxj ;xj Þ	1 is increasing, with norm p1 and satisﬁes Pn1 ðTm 	
IÞyxi ;xiðTm 	 IÞp 14n: So for i ¼ 1;y; n; jjðTm 	 IÞxijj2pjj
Pn
1 ðTm 	 IÞyxi ;xi
ðTm 	 IÞjjp 14n: &
2. Bimodules of ﬁnite index
In this section we study the notion of C-bimodules of ﬁnite right index. We start
with a weak notion of ﬁnite index, based only on a Pimsner–Popa-type inequality,
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and we construct the right index element of AXB as a positive central element in the
enveloping von Neumann algebra A00: Later on we shall concentrate on those
bimodules for which the index element lies in the multiplier algebra of A; and we
perform, in this case, the analogue of the Jones basic construction with nice
properties. We also prove that in the case where A is unital, the index element
belongs to A if and only if X is ﬁnitely generated as a right B-module. This result will
be stated in a more general form, which includes the non unital case.
2.1. Bimodules of finite right numerical index
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let A and B be C-algebras and X ¼ AXB a bimodule over the
complex algebras A and B: We say that X is a right Hilbert A–B bimodule if
(1) X ; as a right B-module, is endowed with a B-valued inner product making it into
a right Hilbert B-module,
(2) for all aAA; the map fðaÞ : xAX/axAX is adjointable, with adjoint fðaÞ ¼
fðaÞ:
Therefore f : aAA-fðaÞALðXBÞ is a -homomorphism from A to the algebra
LðXBÞ of right adjointable maps on XB: The map f will be referred to as the left
action of A on X :
We introduce the notion of a left Hilbert A–B bimodule in a similar manner. Thus,
if X is a left Hilbert A–B bimodule, the map c : B-LðAXÞ; cðbÞ : xAX/xbAX ;
for all bAB; and referred to as the right action of B on X ; is a -antihomomorphism
from B to the algebra LðAXÞ of left adjointable maps on AX :
Notice that left and right actions on a right (or left) Hilbert bimodule are not
assumed to be faithful. The following proposition gives a sufﬁcient condition. Recall
that a closed ideal J in a C-algebra B is called essential if each nonzero closed ideal
of B has a nonzero intersection with J (see 3.12.7 in [P]).
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a right pre-Hilbert B-module (resp. left pre-Hilbert A-
module). If the closed linear span in B (resp. A) of inner products ðxjyÞB (resp. AðxjyÞ)
x; yAX is an essential ideal of B (resp. A), the equation Xb ¼ 0 for some bAB (resp.
aX ¼ 0 for some aAA) implies b ¼ 0 (resp. a ¼ 0).
Deﬁnition 2.3. A A–B bimodule AXB will be called bi-Hilbertian if it is endowed with
a right as well as a left Hilbert A–B C-bimodule structure in such a way that the two
Banach space norms arising from the two inner products are equivalent. Thus there
exist constants l; l040 such that, for xAX ;
l0jjðxjxÞBjjpjjAðxjxÞjjpljjðxjxÞBjj:
The inequality at the left-hand side always extends to ﬁnite sums, in the sense of
the following proposition.
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Proposition 2.4. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodule, and let l040 satisfy
l0jjðxjxÞBjjpjjAðxjxÞjj; xAX : Then for all nAN and for all x1;y; xnAX we have
l0
Xn
1
yrxi ;xi



p
Xn
1
AðxijxiÞ



:
Proof. Let TAMnðBÞ be the positive matrix whose ði; jÞth entry is ðxijxjÞB: Notice
that by Lemma 2.1 in [KPW1], jjPn1 yrxi ;xi jj ¼ jjT jj; which, in turn, equals the
supremum of jjPni;j¼1 bi ðxijxjÞBbjjj over all the n-tuples ðb1;y; bnÞ with elements in B
such that jjPj bj bjjj ¼ 1: Now the norm at the right hand side coincides with the
norm of ðyjyÞB; where y ¼
P
jxjbj; therefore
l0jjðyjyÞBjjpjjAðyjyÞjj ¼
X
i;j
Aðxibibj jxjÞ



p
X
i
AðxijxiÞ



;
and the proof is now complete. &
On the contrary, there may exist no l40 for which jjPAðxijxiÞjjpljjPyrxi ;xi jj for
all nAN and all x1;y; xnAX ; as the following elementary example shows.
Example 2.5. Let A ¼ B ¼ C and let H ¼ c2ðNÞ be an inﬁnite dimensional Hilbert
space, regarded as a bi-Hilbertian C–C bimodule in the natural way. Let e1; e2;y: be
a countable orthonormal subset of H: Then for all nAN; jjPni¼1 yrei ;ei jj ¼ 1; while
jjPni¼1 CðeijeiÞjj ¼ n:
In fact, the existence of such a constant l will lead us to the notion of finite right
numerical index of X : We anticipate a lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let AXB be a right Hilbert C
-bimodule, and let x; yAX-AðxjyÞ be an A-
valued, biadditive, left A-linear, right A-antilinear form on X such that AðxjyÞ ¼
AðyjxÞ and AðxjxÞX0 for all x; yAX : If this form is continuous, in the sense that there is
l40 such that jjAðxjxÞjjpljjðxjxÞBjj for xAX ; and if the right B-action is adjointable
with respect to this form (i.e. AðxbjyÞ ¼ AðxjybÞ; x; yAX ; bAB), there exists a unique
additive map F : FRðXBÞ-A such that Fðyrx;yÞ ¼ AðxjyÞ: F satisfies the following
properties:
(1) FðTTÞX0; for TAFRðXBÞ;
(2) FðTÞ ¼ FðTÞ; for TAFRðXBÞ;
(3) FðfðaÞTÞ ¼ aFðTÞ; FðTfðaÞÞ ¼ FðTÞa for aAA; TAFRðXBÞ;
(4) if X is bi-Hilbertian and if l040 satisfies l0jjðxjxÞBjjpjjAðxjxÞjj for all xAX then
jjFðTÞjjXl0jjT jj for any TAFRðX Þ that can be written as a finite sum of operators
of the form yrx;x:
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Proof. Uniqueness is obvious. Let mCL-um be a generalized right basis of the
right Hilbert module XB; which exists by Proposition 1.4. Consider the linear map
Fm : TALðXBÞ-
P
yAum AðTyjyÞAA: Note that
Fmðyrx;zÞ ¼
X
yAum
AðxðzjyÞBjyÞ ¼ A x
X
yAum
 yðyjzÞB
 !
:
Since limm
P
yAum yðyjzÞB ¼ z in the norm deﬁned by the right inner product, and since
jjAðxjxÞjjpljjðxjxÞBjj; we also have that limm
P
yAum yðyjzÞB ¼ z in the seminorm
deﬁned by the left inner product. Thus limm Fmðyrx;zÞ ¼ AðxjzÞ: Let us deﬁne F as the
pointwise norm limit of the net m-Fm on FRðXBÞ: Obviously this limit does not
depend on the generalized right basis. (1) follows from the fact that any element of the
form TT ; with TAFRðXÞ; can be written as a ﬁnite sum of elements of the form yrx;x:
Properties (2) and (3) are easy to check. (4) follows from Proposition 2.4. &
The map F will be referred to as the additive extension of the form AðjÞ to the ﬁnite
rank operators on XB:
Notice that a bimodule satisfying the properties of the previous lemma is almost
bi-Hilbertian. The only missing properties are the fact that the seminorm coming
from the left-linear A-valued form is in fact a norm, and completeness of X with
respect to this norm.
Proposition 2.7. Let X be a right Hilbert A–B C-bimodule and let x; y-AðxjyÞ be an
A-valued form on X satisfying the same properties as in the previous lemma (with left
seminorm not necessarily a Banach space norm). Then following properties are
equivalent.
(1) There exists l40 such that for all nAN and for all x1;y; xnAX ;
Xn
1
AðxijxiÞ



pl
Xn
1
yrxi ;xi



;
(2) there exists l40 such that for all nAN and for all x1;y; xn; y1;y; ynAX ;
Xn
1
AðxijyiÞ



pl
Xn
1
yrxi ;yi



;
(3) FðTÞX0 for any TAFRðXBÞ-KðXBÞþ and supm jjFð
P
yAum y
r
y;yÞjj is finite for
some generalized right basis m-um of XB:
If one of these conditions is satisfied, the smallest constants for which (1) and (2) hold,
coincide and equal, in turn, supm jjFð
P
yAum y
r
y;yÞjj: In particular, the latter does not
depend on the generalized right basis.
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Proof. ð1Þ ) ð2Þ Let mCL-um be a generalized basis of the right Hilbert module
XB: Consider the linear map Fm : TALðXBÞ-
P
yAum AðTyjyÞAA; already considered
in the proof of Lemma 2.6. We claim that jjFmjjpl for any m: We show the claim.
For any TALðXBÞ;
jjFmðTÞjj ¼
X
yAum
AðTyjyÞ



p
X
yAum
AðTyjTyÞ




1=2 X
yAum
AðyjyÞ




1=2
by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality of the left inner product (see, e.g., [B] Proposition
13.1.3). Now by our assumption the last term is bounded above by
l
X
yAum
yrTy;Ty




1=2 X
yAum
yry;y




1=2
¼ l T
X
yAum
yry;y T





1=2 X
yAum
yry;y




1=2
pljjT jj:
We have already seen that limm Fmðyrx;zÞ ¼ AðxjzÞ: Since, for any x1;y; xn;
z1;y; znAX ; jjFmð
Pn
1 y
r
xi ;zi
ÞjjpljjPn1 yrxi ;zi jj; the proof is completed taking the norm
limit at the left-hand side.
ð2Þ ) ð3Þ We ﬁrst show that FðTÞAAþ for any TAFRðXÞ-KðXBÞþ:
If TAFRðX Þ-KðXBÞþ and if m-umCX is a generalized basis of X ; then the
net T1=2
P
yAum y
r
y;yT
1=2 ¼PyAum yrT1=2y;T1=2y converges to T in norm. Since, by ð2Þ
F is norm continuous, FðTÞ ¼ limm
P
yAum FðyrT1=2y;T1=2yÞAAþ as, by deﬁnition,
F takes elements of the form yrz;z to positive operators in A: Furthermore for
all m;
F
X
yAum
yry;y
 !


pl
X
yAum
yry;y



pl:
ð3Þ ) ð1Þ Let x1;y; xn be elements of X ; and set T ¼
Pn
1 y
r
xi ;xi
: Let m-um be a
generalized right basis of X : Since
P
y0Aum y
r
y0;y0 is an approximate unit of KðXBÞ
and since the left inner product is continuous with respect to the right one,
for all m; the net m0-
P
yAum;y0Aum0 A
ðyry0;y0TyjyÞ converges to
P
yAum AðTyjyÞ in
norm. On the other hand this net coincides with FððPy0Aum0 yry0;y0 ÞTðPyAum yry;yÞÞ:
The form S; TAFRðXBÞ-FðSTÞ is left A-linear, right A-antilinear, symmetric
and positive and therefore it satisﬁes the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
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jjFðSTÞjj2pjjFðSSÞjjjjFðTTÞjj: It follows that
F
X
y0Aum0
yry0;y0
0
@
1
AT X
yAum
yry;y
 !0@
1
A




2
p F
X
y0Aum0
yry0;y0
0
@
1
ATT X
y0Aum0
yry0;y0
0
@
1
A
0
@
1
A



 F
X
yAum
yry;y
 !20@
1
A



:
Now
X
y0Aum0
yry0;y0
0
@
1
ATT X
y0Aum0
yry0;y0
0
@
1
ApjjT jj2 X
y0Au0m
yry0;y0
0
@
1
A
and ðPyAum yry;yÞ2pðPyAum yry;yÞ; so, applying F ; we deduce that the above term is
bounded above by jjT jj2l20 where l0 ¼ supm jjFð
P
yAum y
r
y;yÞjj: Passing ﬁrst to the limit
over m0 and then over m we deduce that (1) holds with l ¼ l0:
It is now clear from the proof that if one of these three equivalent conditions
holds, the best constants satisfying (1) and (2) coincide, a coincide in turn with
sup
m
F
X
yAum
yry;y

   : &
Deﬁnition 2.8. A C-bimodule satisfying one of the equivalent properties described
in the previous proposition will be called of finite right numerical index. The
corresponding smallest positive constant will be called the right numerical index of X ;
and denoted r 	 I ½X :
Let X be an A–B bimodule. The contragradient bimodule of X is the B–A bimodule
%X ¼ f %x; xAXg with complex conjugate vector space structure and bimodule
structure given by
b  %x ¼ xb; %x  a ¼ ax; bAB; aAA:
If X is a right (left) Hilbert A–B C-bimodule, %X becomes a left (right) Hilbert B–A
C-bimodule with inner product given by:
Bð %xj %yÞ ¼ ðxjyÞB; ðð %xj %yÞA ¼ AðxjyÞ:Þ
Therefore if AXB is bi-Hilbertian, B %XA is bi-Hilbertian as well.
Deﬁnition 2.9. We will say that AXB is of finite left numerical index if the
contragradient bimodule B %XA is of ﬁnite right numerical index. Its left numerical
index is deﬁned by c	 I ½X  :¼ r 	 I ½ %X:
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A bi-Hilbertian bimodule of ﬁnite left and right numerical indices will be simply
called of ﬁnite numerical index. Its numerical index is deﬁned by I ½X  :¼ ðr 	
I ½X Þðc	 I ½X Þ:
Corollary 2.10. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodule, and, for nAN; let us
consider Yn :¼"n1X as a MnðAÞ-B bimodule in the natural way. Endow Yn with the
following forms: MnðAÞð
%
xj
%
yÞ ¼ ðAðxijyjÞÞ; ð
%
xj
%
yÞB ¼
Pn
1 ðxijyiÞB; where
%
x ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞ;
%
y ¼ ðy1;y; ynÞ:
(1) If for some l40; jjAðxjxÞjjpljjðxjxÞBjj then jjMnðAÞð
%
xj
%
xÞjjpljjð
%
xj
%
xÞBjj:
(2) If X is of finite right numerical index, Yn becomes a C
-bimodule of finite right
numerical index and r 	 I ½Yn ¼ r 	 I ½X  for all nAN:
(3) If X is of finite numerical index, Yn is bi-Hilbertian and of finite left numerical
index (and hence of finite numerical index, by (1)): jjð
%
xj
%
xÞBjjpc	
I ½X jjMnðAÞð
%
xj
%
xÞjj and c	 I ½X  ¼ c	 I ½Yn; for all nAN:
Remark. Notice that the constants comparing the two norms on Yn do not depend
on n:
We omit the proof as it relies on routine computations.
The following result is the ﬁrst step towards the Jones basic construction.
Corollary 2.11. If X is a bi-Hilbertian A–B C-bimodule of finite right numerical
index, the additive extension F of the left inner product to FRðXBÞ extends uniquely to
a norm continuous map F : KðXBÞ-A: One has: jjF jj ¼ r 	 I ½X : This extension, still
denoted by F ; is positive, A-bilinear (in the sense that FðfðaÞTÞ ¼ aFðTÞ and
FðTfðaÞÞ ¼ FðTÞa for aAA; TAKðXBÞ) and has range contained in the closed ideal
of left inner products. Moreover one has fðFðTÞÞXl0T for all TAKðXBÞþ; where l0 is
the best constant for which l0jjðxjxÞBjjpjjAðxjxÞjj:
Proof. The only assertion that is not obvious yet is the inequality fðFðTÞÞXl0T
for TAKðXBÞþ: Now part (4) in Proposition 2.6 implies that jjFðTÞjjXl0jjT jj
for TAKðXBÞþ: Left A-action is faithful on the norm closed ideal J generated
by left inner products: fð jÞ ¼ 0 for some jAJþ implies 0 ¼ AðxjjyÞ ¼ AðxjyÞj
for x; yAX and therefore j ¼ 0: Since FðTÞAJ for all TAKðXBÞ; f is isometric on
J; therefore for all TAKðXBÞþ; jjfðFðTÞÞjj ¼ jjFðTÞjjXl0jjT jj: Arguing as in [FK],
with the map f3F in place of a conditional expectation, we deduce the desired
inequality. &
Conditional expectations satisfying a Pimsner–Popa inequality provide typical
examples of bimodules of ﬁnite right numerical index.
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Proposition 2.12. Let ACB be an inclusion of C-algebras and let E : B-A be a
conditional expectation with fixed point set A: Assume that jjEðbÞjjXljjbjj; for all
positive elements bAB and for some l40:
(1) Consider BXA ¼ B as a B–A bimodule in the natural way, and with inner products
ðxjyÞA ¼ EðxyÞ; BðxjyÞ ¼ xy: Since jjðxjxÞAjjpjjBðxjxÞjjpl	1jjðxjxÞAjj; X is bi-
Hilbertian. By [FK] and [Po], 1.1.2 there is a constant l040 such that E 	 l0 is
completely positive. Let us choose the best such l0: Then X has finite right
numerical index and r 	 I ½X  ¼ l0	1:
(2) Consider now AYB ¼ B as a A–B bimodule with inner products ðxjyÞB ¼ xy and
AðxjyÞ ¼ EðxyÞ: Then the B–A antilinear map X-Y induced by the -involution
of B identifies Y with the contragradient %X of X : Therefore X is of finite left
numerical index and c	 I ½X  ¼ 1:
Proof. (1) For all nAN; and all x1;y; xnAX ;
l0	1
Xn
1
yrxi ;xi



 ¼ l0	1jjðEðxi xjÞÞi;jjjMnðAÞ
Xjjðxi xjÞi;jjjMnðBÞ ¼
Xn
1
BðxijxiÞ



;
i.e. X is of ﬁnite right numerical index in our sense and r 	 I ½X pl0	1: On the other
hand, let m-um be a generalized basis of XA; and set, for every m and every xAX ;
xm :¼
P
yAum yEðyxÞ: Then
xmxmp
X
yAum
yy




X
yAum
EðxyÞEðyxÞ
¼ EðxxmÞ
X
yAum
yy



p supm
X
yAum
yy



EðxxmÞ:
Taking the limit over m; we are led to the inequality r 	 I ½X Xl	1: Consider now the
inclusion Mn#ACMn#B and the conditional expectation En :¼ id#E; which
satisﬁes EnðbÞXl0b; BAMnðBÞþ: Corollary 2.10 shows that "n1 B is a MnðBÞ–A
bimodule with the same right index as B; hence, combining with the above argument,
we deduce that r 	 I ½X Xl0	1:
The proof of part (2) is easy, therefore we omit it. &
In particular, a conditional expectation E : B-A between unital C-algebras
admitting a ﬁnite quasi-basis fuig in the sense of [W] satisﬁes EðxÞXjjInd½Ejj	1x; for
xABþ; where Ind½E ¼Piuiui ; as shown in Proposition 2.6.2 of [W].
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Remark. If BXA and AXB arise from a conditional expectation E satisfying a
Pimsner–Popa inequality, as the previous proposition, the corresponding map FY
constructed in Corollary 2.11 reduces to E itself. More interestingly, FX :
KðXAÞ-B is related to the construction of the dual conditional expectation.
However, if the index of E; as an element of ZðB00Þ (cf. Deﬁnition 2.17), does not
belong to the multiplier algebra of B; FX is not a multiple of a conditional
expectation.
2.2. Tensoring bi-Hilbertian C-bimodules
In this subsection we analyze the behaviour of bi-Hilbertian bimodules under
taking their tensor products. We show that the algebraic tensor product X}BY of
bi-Hilbertian C-bimodules can be made into a bi-Hilbertian bimodule in a natural
way if X is of ﬁnite right numerical index and Y is of ﬁnite left numerical index, and
that this is also a necessary condition in general.
The problem of studying conditions under which X#BY is of ﬁnite index will be
considered in Section 5 (cf. Theorem 5.1).
Let AXB and BYC be bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodules. Then the algebraic tensor
product X}BY is an A–C bimodule in a natural way, also endowed with a right and
a left pre-bi-Hilbertian structure:
ðx1#y1jx2#y2ÞC ¼ ðy1jðx1jx2ÞBy2ÞC ;
Aðx1#y1jx2#y2Þ ¼ Aðx1Bðy1jy2Þjx2Þ:
Therefore X}BY can be made into a right Hilbert C-module X#rBY completing
with respect to the ﬁrst inner product and also into a left Hilbert A-module X#cBY
completing with respect to the second inner product (always after dividing out by
vectors of seminorm zero).
Under which conditions are these two seminorms equivalent on the algebraic
tensor product X}BY ?
Let Y denote the strong Morita equivalence Bc
2ðBÞK#B with inner products
Bð
%
bjb0Þ ¼
X
j
bjb
0
j; ð
%
bjb0ÞK#B ¼
X
di;j#bi b
0
j;
where fdi;j; i; jANg a complete set of matrix units for K: The tensor product
X#rBc
2ðBÞ identiﬁes with c2ðX Þ with inner products Að
%
xjx0Þ ¼PjAðxjjx0jÞ;
ð
%
xjx0ÞK#B ¼
P
di;j#ðxijx0jÞB: Therefore the left and right seminorms on
X}Bc
2ðBÞ are equivalent if and only if X is of ﬁnite right numerical index.
Similarly, the left and right seminorms on c2ðBÞ}BY ; with c2ðBÞ the inverse strong
Morita equivalence, are equivalent if and only if Y is of ﬁnite left numerical index.
We show that these necessary conditions on X and Y are also sufﬁcient.
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Proposition 2.13. Let AXB and BYC be bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodules. Assume that X is
of finite right numerical index and that Y is of finite left numerical index. Let FX :
KðXBÞ-A; F %Y : Kð %YBÞ-C be the corresponding maps constructed in Corollary
2.11. Then
(1) the two seminorms arising from the left and right inner products on X}BY as
above are equivalent. Therefore X#rBY ¼ X#cBY ð¼: X#BY Þ and it is a bi-
Hilbertian A–C bimodule.
(2) Consider Kð %YB; XBÞ as a A–C bimodule with left and right inner products
AðT jSÞ ¼ FX ðTSÞ and ðT jSÞC ¼ F %YðTSÞ: Then Kð %YB; XBÞ is complete in any
of the induced norms, and becomes in this way a bi-Hilbertian C-bimodule.
(3) The map x#yAX#Y-yrx; %yAKð %YB; XBÞ extends to a bijective A–C bimodule
map U : AXB#BYA-Kð %YB; XBÞ preserving the left and right inner products.
Proof. Routine computations show that the map U : X}BY-FRð %Y; X Þ;
Uðx#yÞ ¼ yrx; %y is a A–C bimodule map which preserves the corresponding left
and right inner products.
Since, when X and Y are bi-Hilbertian, FX and FY are faithful maps (see
Corollary 2.11), the two seminorms have the same vectors of length zero (therefore
U is an injective map). Furthermore the two norms jjF %YðTTÞjj1=2 and jjFX ðTTÞjj1=2
onKð %YB; XBÞ are both equivalent to the operator norm, still by Corollary 2.11, and
therefore they are equivalent. We have thus shown that X#rBY and X#
c
BY are
isomorphic as Banach spaces. It is now straightforward to check that right and left
actions are adjointable, and therefore X#BY is bi-Hilbertian. Since U is a bijective
map which preserves both inner products, it extends to a bijective A–C bimodule
map U : X#BY-Kð %YB; XBÞ still preserving the inner products, and the proof is
now complete. &
2.3. Nondegeneracy of the left action
The following nondegeneracy property will be relevant for our purposes.
Deﬁnition 2.14. The left action f of a C-algebra A on a right Hilbert C-module XB
will be called nondegenerate if AX is total in X :
We recall the following characterization of nondegeneracy, due essentially to
Vallin [V], see also Proposition 2.5 in [L].
Proposition 2.15. For a -homomorphism f : A-LðXBÞ the following conditions are
equivalent.
(1) f is nondegenerate,
(2) f is the restriction to A of a unital -homomorphism #f : MðAÞ-LðXBÞ; strictly
continuous on the unit ball,
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(3) for some approximate unit ðuaÞa of A; ðfðuaÞÞa converges strictly to the identity
map on X :
Note that if f is nondegenerate, ð3Þ must hold for all approximate units of A: We
show that the left action of a bi-Hilbertian C-bimodule is automatically
nondegenerate.
Proposition 2.16. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian A–B C
-bimodule. Then the left (right)
action of A (B) on the underlying right Hilbert C-module X is nondegenerate.
Proof. If fuag is an approximate unit of the closed ideal of A generated by the left
inner products, uax converges to x for all xAX ; in the norm arising from the left
inner product. Therefore AX is total in X with respect to the norm deﬁned by the left
inner product. Since the two norms on X deﬁned by the right and left inner product
are equivalent, we also have that AX is total with respect to the norm arising from
the right inner product. &
2.4. The index element and the Jones basic construction
If X is bi-Hilbertian and of ﬁnite right numerical index, one can extend the
maps f : A-LðXBÞ; F : KðXBÞ-A uniquely to normal positive maps f00 :
A00-KðXBÞ00; F 00 : KðXBÞ00-A00 between the corresponding enveloping von
Neumann algebras. Since f is nondegenerate, and the inclusion MðAÞCA00 is
unital, f00 is a unital homomorphism. The same does not hold for F 00: F 00ðIÞ is, in
general, neither the identity, nor invertible.
Deﬁnition 2.17. If AXB is of ﬁnite right numerical index, the right index element of
AXB; denoted, r 	 Ind½X  is the element F 00ðIÞ of A00:
If in particular BXA is the bimodule arising from a conditional expectation E :
B-A as in Proposition 2.12, the corresponding right index element will be denoted
by Ind½E: (We will give in Corollary 4.9 an alternative deﬁnition of Ind½E:)
If AXB is of ﬁnite left numerical index, the left index element of X is c	 Ind½X  :
¼ r 	 Ind½ %X:
Notice that the numerical indices and the index elements are related by
jjr 	 Ind½X jj ¼ r 	 I ½X ; jjc	 Ind½X jj ¼ c	 I ½X :
If one of r 	 Ind½X  and c	 Ind½X  is a scalar, or if A ¼ B; the index element of X
can be deﬁned by Ind½X  :¼ ðr 	 Ind½X Þðc	 Ind½X Þ:
Our next aim is to deﬁne an index element Ind½X  in the general case. We notice
that for cAZðBÞ; the map cðcÞ : xAX-xcAX has the map xAX-xcAX as an
adjoint with respect to the right inner product of X : Furthermore cðcÞ commutes
with all the elements of LðXBÞ; therefore cðZðBÞÞCZðLðXBÞÞ (it is not difﬁcult to
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see that cðZðBÞÞ ¼ ZðLðXBÞÞ in the case where XB is full and B is unital). We need
to consider an extension of this right action of ZðBÞ on X to the centre of B00:
Therefore we anticipate the following lemma.
Lemma 2.18. Let X be a right Hilbert B-module, and let c : ZðBÞ-ZðLðXBÞÞ denote
the right action of ZðBÞ on X : Then there is a canonical extension of c to a unital
surjective -homomorphism c0 : ZðB00Þ-ZðKðXBÞ00Þ with ker c0 ¼ ð1	 qÞZðB00Þ;
where q is the central projection of B00 corresponding to the weak closure in B00 of the
ideal generated by right inner products.
Proof. Let B0 denote the norm closed ideal in B generated by the right
inner products, and let p be a Hilbert space representation of B0 on Hp: Consider
the Stinespring induced representation *p of KðXBÞ on the Hilbert space
Kp :¼ XB#B0Hp; deﬁned by T-T#1Hp : Since B0 andKðXBÞ are strongly Morita
equivalent, it is well known that the map p- *p is a bijective correspondence between
representations of B0 and representations of KðXBÞ: Therefore the representation
r ¼"p *p00 : KðXBÞ00-Lð"pKpÞ; where the sum is taken over all Hilbert
space representations of B0; is faithful and normal. It follows that rðKðXBÞ00Þ ¼
rðKðXBÞÞ00: On the other hand ZðB00Þ acts on each Kp; and therefore on their
direct sum by c00 : cAZðB00Þ-1X#ð"pp00ÞðqcÞALð"pKpÞ: Notice that qZðB00Þ
is contained in (the centre of ) the weak closure of B0 in B
00; therefore p00ðqcÞ
makes sense. Clearly, c00ðcÞArðKðXBÞÞ0: If A is a positive, bounded operator
on "pKp commuting elementwise with rðKðXBÞÞ then AðxðyjzÞB#xÞ ¼
yrx;y#1"pHpAðz#xÞ for all x; y; zAX ; xA"pHp; pARepðB0Þ: Arguments
similar to those used in the proof of Proposition 1.4, which, in turn, go
back to Proposition 1.7.2 in [Di], show that there exists a bounded approximate
unit ðuaÞa of B0 of the form ua ¼
P
yAFaðyjyÞB; with Fa a ﬁnite subset of X :
This implies that A is of the form 1X#a; with aALð"pHpÞ any weak limit
point of the net a-
P
yAFac

yAcy; with cz : xA"pHp-z#xA"pKp: This also easily
shows that a lies in the commutant of the image of B0 under its universal
representation, so A and c00ðcÞ commute. We thus obtain that
c00ðZðB00ÞÞCZðrðKðXBÞ00ÞÞ: Notice that, c00ðcÞ ¼ 0 if and only if each p00ðqcÞ
annihilates the subspace qHp; or, equivalently p00ðcqÞ ¼ 0 for all p; i.e. cq ¼ 0: On the
other hand if AAZðrðKðXBÞ00ÞÞ and we write A ¼ 1X#a; a one moment thought
shows that aAZðB00Þ: The -homomorphism c0 :¼ r	1c00 is then the desired
extension of c: &
Proposition 2.19. Let X be of finite right numerical index. Then for any generalized
right basis m-um of X ; the net m-
P
yAum AðyjyÞ is increasing and it converges strongly
in A00 to r 	 Ind½X : This limit is therefore independent on the choice of the basis, and
belongs to the centre of A00: If in addition X is bi-Hilbertian one has lr 	 Ind½X Xp
where p is the support projection of r 	 Ind½X  in A00; and l is the best constant for
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which ljjAðxjxÞjjXjjðxjxÞBjj; xAX : Furthermore, if I denotes the weak closure in A00
of the span of left inner products AðxjyÞ; x; yAX ; one has
(1) ker f00 ¼ ðI 	 pÞA00;
(2) I ¼ pA00;
(3) the range of F 00 : KðXÞ00-A00 is pA00;
(4) if z0 denotes the inverse of r 	 Ind½X  in pA00; and E 00 :¼ z0F 00 : KðXBÞ00-pA00:
Then f003E00 : KðXBÞ00-f00ðA00Þ is a conditional expectation with range f00ðA00Þ
satisfying
lf00ðr 	 Ind½X E00ðTÞÞXT ; TAKðXBÞ00þ:
Proof. The strong limit z deﬁned as in the statement is independent of the
generalized basis since it coincides with F 00ðIÞ: Since F 00 is still A-bilinear, FðfðaÞÞ ¼
F 00ðIÞa ¼ aF 00ðIÞ for all aAA; which shows that F 00ðIÞ lies in the centre of A00: Let us
assume X bi-Hilbertian, and let l be as in the statement. The estimate
jjT jjpljjF 00ðTÞjjpr 	 I ½X jjT jj; TAKðX Þ00þ;
still holds, therefore if T ¼ f00ðaÞ; with aAA00þ;
jjf00ðaÞjjpljjzajjpr 	 I ½X jjf00ðaÞjj:
If we consider the restriction f0 of f
00 to the centre of A00; we deduce that ker f0
coincides with the weakly closed ideal generated by I 	 p: Therefore for a positive
central element a of A00; jjf0ðaÞjj ¼ jjpajjpljjzajj: Let us identify the centre of A00
with some LNðO; nÞ: We claim that for every e40; the function z 	 ðl	1 	 eÞp can
not take negative values on a measurable subset of pO with positive measure. Indeed,
if YCO where such a set, we would have, for some eol	1;
l	1 	 e ¼ ðl	1 	 eÞjjxY jjXjjzxY jjXl	1jjpxY jj ¼ l	1;
where xY is the characteristic function of Y : Therefore zXl
	1p: Now if aAA00;
f00ðaÞ ¼ 0 if and only if f00ðaaÞ ¼ 0 and this holds if and only if paa ¼ 0; i.e. pa ¼ 0;
so kerf00 ¼ ðI 	 pÞA00; and (1) is proved. Let I be the weakly closed ideal of A00
deﬁned as in the statement. Since the range of F 00 is contained in I and since
F 00ðf00ðIÞÞ ¼ z; p must belong to I; and therefore pA00CI: Conversely, there exists
an increasing, norm bounded net a-
P
wAa AðwjwÞ; indexed by the set of ﬁnite subsets
of X ; which is a bounded approximate unit of the norm closed ideal generated by the
left inner products. Its weak limit, say q; is the unit of I: By Proposition 2.4 the net
a-
P
wAa y
r
w;w is norm bounded. We have
P
wAa fðaÞyrw;wfðaÞpl0fðaaÞ for some
l040 and for all aAA: Applying F we obtainX
wAa
aAðwjwÞapl0aza:
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Thus l	10 aqa
paza: It follows that l	10 qpz; hence qpp: ThereforeICpA00; and the
proof of (2) is complete. (3) We are left to show that pA00 is contained in the range
of F 00: Let z0 be the inverse of r 	 Ind½X  in pA00: For aAA00; F 00ðf00ðz0aÞÞ ¼
r 	 Ind½X z0a ¼ pa: (4) It is now clear that f00E00 is a conditional expectation with
range f00ðpA00Þ ¼ f00ðAÞ: (5) Since ljjF 00ðTÞjjXjjT jj for T positive is KðXBÞ00 and
since f00 is isometric on I; and therefore on the range of F 00; we see that
ljjf00ðr 	 Ind½X E00ðTÞÞjj ¼ ljjf00F 00ðTÞjj ¼ ljjF 00ðTÞjjXjjT jj: Therefore lf00ðr 	
Ind½X E00ðTÞÞXT (cf. [FK]). &
Corollary 2.20. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodule of finite right numerical
index. Then the following properties are equivalent.
(1) r 	 Ind½X  is invertible,
(2) f00 is faithful,
(3) the linear span of the left inner products is weakly dense in A00:
Remark. Notice that if BXA is the bimodule arising from a conditional expectation
satisfying a Pimsner–Popa inequality, as in Proposition 2.12, r 	 Ind½X  ¼ Ind½E
must be invertible since the left inner product is full.
Deﬁnition 2.21. Notice that f00ðr 	 Ind½X Þ is invertible in ZðfðAÞ0-KðXBÞ00Þ and
c0ðc	 Ind½X Þ is invertible in ZðKðXBÞ00Þ: Therefore we deﬁne the index element of
X as an element of KðXBÞ00; in fact central in fðAÞ0-KðXBÞ00; by Ind½X  :¼
c0ðc	 Ind½X Þf00ðr 	 Ind½X Þ:
2.5. On the condition r 	 Ind½X AMðAÞ and existence of finite bases
Under which conditions does the index element lie in MðAÞ? By Kadison’s
function representation theorem (see, e.g., [P]), the real Banach space Asa identiﬁes
isometrically with the real Banach space of continuous, vanishing at 0, afﬁne
functions on Q; the quasi-state space of A: We have the following characterization of
the property r 	 Ind½X AMðAÞ:
Theorem 2.22. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodule of finite right numerical index.
Then the following properties are equivalent:
(1) r 	 Ind½X AMðAÞ (and hence it is a central element of MðAÞ),
(2) there is a generalized right basis m-umCX of X such that the net
m-
P
yAum AðyjyÞ is convergent in the strict topology of MðAÞ;
(3) for any generalized right basis m-umCX of X the net m-
P
yAum AðyjyÞ is
convergent in the strict topology of MðAÞ;
(4) the range fðAÞ of the left action is included in KðXBÞ:
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If one of these conditions is satisfied, the strict limits defined in (3) do not depend on the
choice of the generalized right basis, and coincide with r 	 Ind½X :
Proof. ð3Þ ) ð2Þ is obvious. ð4Þ ) ð3Þ Let m-um be a generalized basis of X : ThenP
yAum AðyjyÞ converges strictly if and only if for all aAA;
X
yAum
aAðyjyÞ ¼
X
yAum
AðfðaÞyjyÞ ¼ F fðaÞ
X
yAum
yy;y
 !
converges in norm. Therefore if (4) holds, convergence of the above net follows from
norm continuity of F and the fact that
P
yAum y
r
y;y is an approximate unit ofKðXBÞ:
ð2Þ ) ð4Þ By Corollary 2.11, for any TAKðXBÞþ; ljjT jjpjjFðTÞjj; where l is the
best positive constant for which ljjðxjxÞBjjpjjAðxjxÞjj: If now (2) holds for some
generalized basis m-umCX ; a
P
yAum AðyjyÞa ¼ FðfðaÞ
ðPyAum yry;yÞfðaÞÞ is an
increasing, norm converging net, and therefore the net fðaÞðPyAum yry;yÞfðaÞ is
increasing and norm converging in KðXBÞ: It follows that fðaaÞAKðXBÞ for all
aAA: ð2Þ ) ð1Þ is obvious, since r 	 Ind½X  is the strict limit of a strictly convergent
net. ð1Þ ) ð3Þ By Kadison’s function representation (see, e.g., [P]) the selfadjoint
part of A00 identiﬁes isometrically, as a real Banach space, with the real Banach space
B0ðQÞ of afﬁne, bounded functions on the quasi-state space Q of A vanishing at 0.
Under this identiﬁcation, the selfadjoint elements of A correspond to the continuous
functions. If r 	 IndðAÞAMðAÞ; for all aAA; aððr 	 Ind½X Þ 	PyAumAðyjyÞÞaAA:
On the other hand the net r 	 Ind½X  	PyAumAðyjyÞ decreases weakly to 0 in A00;
therefore for any fAQ;
f a ðr 	 Ind½X Þ 	
X
yAum
AðyjyÞ
 !
a
 !
decreases to 0. By Dini’s theorem, this net converges uniformly to 0 on Q; and
therefore jjðr 	 Ind½X  	PyAum AðyjyÞÞ1=2ajj2-0; which implies jjðr 	 Ind½X  	P
yAum AðyjyÞÞajj
2-0 as the net
P
yAum AðyjyÞ is norm bounded.
Assume now that one of these equivalent properties holds, and let
z :¼ lim
m
X
yAum
AðyjyÞ
for some generalized right basis m-um of X : Since, for all aAA; za ¼ FðfðaÞÞ; z is
independent of the choice of the basis. &
Remark. If a bimodule is given by a conditional expectation E : B-A as in
Proposition 2.12(1), Theorem 2.22 reduces to a result obtained by Izumi [I].
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Deﬁnition 2.23. A bi-Hilbertian A–B C-bimodule X will be called of finite right
index if
(1) X is of ﬁnite right numerical index,
(2) r 	 Ind½X AMðAÞ (and hence r 	 Ind½X AZðMðAÞÞ).
Remark. Notice that property (2) above can be replaced by any of the equivalent
conditions in Theorem 2.22.
Similarly, X is of finite left index if the contragradient bimodule B %XA is of ﬁnite
right index.
AXB will be called of finite index if it is of ﬁnite right as well as left indices.
We study the special case where the C-algebras are s-unital or unital.
Corollary 2.24. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodule of finite right index.
(1) If A is s-unital, X is countably generated as a right Hilbert module,
(2) if A and B are s-unital, XB admits a countable right basis, fuigiAN; therefore
r 	 Ind½X  ¼
X
iAN
AðuijuiÞ
in the strict topology of A and FðTÞ ¼PiAN AðTuijuiÞ; TAKðXBÞ in norm.
Proof. (1) Let ðuiÞiAN be a countable approximate unit of A: By nondegeneracy of
the left action, and the fact that the left action has range inKðXBÞ; fðuiÞAKðXBÞ is
a countable approximate unit forKðXBÞ; soKðXBÞ is s-unital and this shows that
X is countably generated as a right Hilbert B-module (see, e.g., [B]). (2) If in addition
B is s-unital, XB admits a countable right basis by Proposition 1.2, therefore the
formulas for r 	 Ind½X  and for F follow. &
Corollary 2.25. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian bimodule of finite right numerical index,
and let A be a unital C-algebra. The following are equivalent:
(1) X admits a finite right basis,
(2) r 	 Ind½X AA:
Proof. ð1Þ ) ð2Þ follows from the deﬁnition of r 	 Ind½X : Conversely, assume that
(2) holds. By nondegenereracy of the left action, fðIÞ must be the identity map on X :
Since, by Theorem 2.22, the range of f is included in the compacts, IAKðXBÞ; so XB
admits a ﬁnite basis. &
Corollary 2.26. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodule with finite right numerical
index. If A is simple then r 	 Ind½X  is a scalar, and therefore X is of finite right index.
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Proof. Since A is a simple C-algebra, the only positive elements of ZðA00Þ arising as
strong limits of increasing nets in A must be scalar (see, e.g., Lemma 3.1 in [I]), so
r 	 Ind½X  is a scalar, and therefore it belongs to MðAÞ: &
2.6. The Jones basic construction
Proposition 2.27. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodule of finite right index. Then
(1) the map F : KðXBÞ-A extends uniquely to a strictly continuous map Fˆ :
LðXBÞ-MðAÞ: One has FˆðIÞ ¼ r 	 Ind½X ; jjFˆjj ¼ r 	 I ½X : Fˆ is still positive,
MðAÞ-bilinear and satisfies
l0Tp #fFˆðTÞ; TALðXBÞþ;
where l0 is the best constant for which l0jjðxjxÞBjjpjjAðxjxÞjj; xAX ;
(2) the support projection p of r 	 Ind½X  in A00 lies in fact the centre of MðAÞ and
satisfies r 	 Ind½X Xl0p;
(3) ker f ¼ ðI 	 pÞA; ker #f ¼ ðI 	 pÞMðAÞ;
(4) the norm closed subspace of A generated by the left inner products coincides with
pA;
(5) the range of F : KðXBÞ-A is pA:
Proof. (1) Let us restrict the map F 00 : KðXBÞ00-A00 to a positive map Fˆ :
LðXBÞ-A00: If TALðXBÞ; and aAA; both fðaÞT and TfðaÞ lie in KðXBÞ; hence
aFˆðTÞ ¼ FðfðaÞTÞAA; FˆðTÞa ¼ FðTfðaÞÞAA: Therefore FˆðTÞAMðAÞ: Fˆ is clearly
a strictly continuous extension of F ; and it is uniquely determined by this property.
In particular, FˆðIÞ ¼ r 	 Ind½X : The remaining properties follow from the
corresponding properties of F 00: (2) Since, by Proposition 2.19, 0 is an isolated
point in the spectrum of r 	 Ind½X ; the fact that p actually lies in MðAÞ (and
therefore in its centre) is obvious. The following is an alternative argument. Let us
restrict Fˆ to the image under #f of the centre of MðAÞ: One has Fˆð #fðaÞÞ ¼
r 	 Ind½X a for all aAZðMðAÞÞ: By the inequality in (1),
ker #fpZðMðAÞÞ ¼ faAZðMðAÞÞ : aðr 	 Ind½X Þ ¼ 0g:
In particular, regarding ZðMðAÞÞ as the algebra of continuous function over its
spectrum, for all aAZðMðAÞÞ; the norm of #fðaÞ coincides with the norm of
the restriction of a on the support K of r 	 Ind½X : If x is an element of the
spectrum of ZðMðAÞÞ such that ðr 	 Ind½X ÞðxÞa0; and e40; we can ﬁnd
an open set U containing x such that ðr 	 Ind½X Þðx0Þoðr 	 Ind½X ÞðxÞ þ e for all
x0AU : Let a be a continuous function on the spectrum of ZðMðAÞÞ with support
in U ; such that 0pap1 and taking value 1 on a compact set containing x: We
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then have
ðr 	 Ind½X ÞðxÞ þ e4jjr 	 Ind½X ajjXl0jj #fðaÞjj ¼ l0jjapK jj ¼ l0;
so
r 	 Ind½X ðxÞXl0:
Therefore the support of r 	 Ind½X  is an open and closed subset of the spectrum of
ZðMðAÞÞ; which implies that its characteristic function p belongs to ZðMðAÞÞ; and
r 	 Ind½X Xl0p: (3) ker f ¼ ker f00-A ¼ ðI 	 pÞA00-A ¼ ðI 	 pÞA by Proposition
2.19. Similarly, ker #f ¼ ðI 	 pÞMðAÞ: (4) Let J be the norm closed subspace
generated by the left inner products, with weak closure I in A00: We have
JCI-A ¼ pA00-A ¼ pA: Let z0 be the inverse of pðr 	 Ind½X Þ in pZðMðAÞÞ
regarded as an element of ZðMðAÞÞ: Then for all aAA; pa ¼ r 	 Ind½X z0a ¼
Fðfðz0aÞÞAJ since the range of F is contained inJ: Thus pA ¼ J: The last property
is now clear. &
Corollary 2.28. If X is a bi-Hilbertian A–B C-bimodule of finite right index, the
following properties are equivalent.
(1) The left inner product is full,
(2) r 	 Ind½X  is invertible,
(3) f is faithful.
We next construct the analogue of the Jones basic construction in the C-algebra
setting.
Corollary 2.29. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodule of finite right index. Consider
the positive A-bilinear map E : TAKðXBÞ-z0FðTÞApA; with z0 the inverse of
ðr 	 Ind½X Þp in pZðMðAÞÞ: Then fE : KðXBÞ-fðAÞ is a conditional expectation
with range fðAÞ which satisfies
lfðr 	 Ind½X EðTÞÞXT ; TAKðXBÞþ
where l is the best constant for which ljjAðxjxÞjjXjjðxjxÞBjj:
Proof. fE is clearly a positive, fðAÞ-bilinear map with range fðpAÞ ¼ fðAÞ: For all
aAA; fEðfðaÞÞ ¼ fðz0zaÞ ¼ fðpaÞ ¼ fðaÞ by (3) of Proposition 2.27, hence fE is a
conditional expectation. The remaining inequality follows from Corollary 2.11 and
f3F ¼ fðr 	 Ind½X Þf3E: &
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2.7. Examples
Example 2.30. Let O be a locally compact Hausdorff space, H ¼ ðO; HðoÞoAO;GÞ a
continuous ﬁeld of Hilbert spaces, with G the space of continuous sections of H: Let
X ¼ fxAG : ðo-jjxðoÞjjÞAC0ðOÞg
be the associated right Hilbert bimodule over C0ðOÞ: Let us consider a ﬁeld
o-TðoÞALðHðoÞÞ of positive, trace-class operators on each HðoÞ deﬁning an
element T ofLðXC0ðOÞÞ (e.g. TAFRðX Þ). We can then deﬁne a left inner product on
X ; continuous with respect to the right one, by
C0ðOÞðxjyÞðoÞ :¼ ðyðoÞjTðoÞxðoÞÞ:
Writing the left inner product in the form
C0ðOÞðxjyÞðoÞ ¼ Tr TðoÞyxðoÞ;yðoÞ;
shows that X is of ﬁnite right numerical index if and only if supo TrTðoÞ is ﬁnite. In
this case, r 	 Ind½X ðoÞ ¼ TrTðoÞ: Therefore X is of ﬁnite index if and only if
o-Tr TðoÞ is a bounded, continuous function on O (e.g. TAFRðX Þ-KðXÞþ).
Notice that the set of linear combinations of elements TAKðXÞþ for which TðoÞ is
trace-class and oAO-Tr TðoÞ is continuous, is a -ideal ofKðX Þ by 4.5.2 in [Di],
norm dense inKðX Þ: Assume now that supodim HðoÞ is ﬁnite. Then T ¼ I deﬁnes
a bi-Hilbertian bimodule of ﬁnite right (and left) numerical index, with r 	
Ind½X ðoÞ ¼ dim HðoÞ: However, it is not of ﬁnite index, unless the dimension
function is continuous. However, if TAKðX Þþ; o-TrTðoÞ is always bounded and
continuous by [F], and therefore T does deﬁne a ﬁnite right index structure on X :
The following example is a generalization of index theory to ﬁnitely generated
Hilbert bimodules, studied in [KW1].
Example 2.31. Let A and B be unital C-algebras and let X be a Hilbert A–B
bimodule such that both left and right actions are unit preserving. Then X is a bi-
Hilbertian bimodule of ﬁnite index if and only if X is of ﬁnite type in the sense of
[KW1]. In fact, assume that X is bi-Hilbertian and of ﬁnite index, then X is
necessarily ﬁnitely generated projective as a right module (or as a left module), since
KðXBÞ (or KðAXÞ) contains the identity map. The two norms deﬁned by the two
inner products of X are equivalent, thus X is of ﬁnite type. Conversely, assume that
X is of ﬁnite type in the sense of [KW1]. Then it is clear that XB is bi-Hilbertian and
that the left A-action on X has range into KðXBÞ ¼LðXBÞ: Furthermore XB is of
ﬁnite right numerical index by Lemma 1.26 in [KW1]. Thus X is of ﬁnite right index.
Similarly, X is of ﬁnite left index and therefore of ﬁnite index.
We conclude this section with a discussion of a conditional expectation satisfying a
Pimsner–Popa with no ﬁnite quasi-basis. This example was pointed out in [W]. Later
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it was considered also in [FK]. We show that this inclusion is determined by a natural
s-unital subinclusion of ﬁnite index in the sense of Deﬁnition 2.23.
Example 2.32. Consider the C-algebra Cð½	1; 1Þ of continuous functions over the
interval ½	1; 1 and the C-subalgebra Cð½	1; 1Þe ¼ f fACð½	1; 1Þ : f ð	xÞ ¼ f ðxÞg
of even functions. The conditional expectation E : Cð½	1; 1Þ-Cð½	1; 1Þe associat-
ing to fACð½	1; 1Þ the function 1
2
ð f ðxÞ þ f ð	xÞÞ does not have a ﬁnite quasi-basis
in the sense of [W] since Cð½	1; 1; Þ is not a ﬁnite projective module over Cð½	1; 1Þe:
It follows that the bi–Hilbertian bimodule Cð½	1;1ÞCð½	1; 1; ÞCð½	1;1Þe with inner
products
Cð½	1;1Þð f jgÞ ¼ f %g; ð f jgÞCð½	1;1Þe ¼ Eð %fgÞ
is not of ﬁnite right index in the sense of Deﬁnition 2.23 because the identity operator
over Cð½	1; 1ÞCð½	1;1Þe is not compact. However, the Pimsner–Popa inequality
Eð f ÞX1
2
f holds for any fACð½	1; 1Þþ: One can treat this example by our methods
passing to a subinclusion in the following way. Consider the s-unital C-subalgebra
C0ð½	1; 1Þ ¼ f fACð½	1; 1Þ : f ð0Þ ¼ 0g: Then the restriction of E still deﬁnes
a conditional expectation E : C0ð½	1; 1Þ-C0ð½	1; 1Þe; where C0ð½	1; 1Þe ¼
Cð½	1; 1Þe-C0ð½	1; 1Þ; and therefore a bi-Hilbertian C-bimodule
X ¼ C0ð½	1;1ÞC0ð½	1; 1ÞC0ð½	1;1Þe
which we show to be of ﬁnite right index. We ﬁrst show that the left action
C0ð½	1; 1Þ has range included in the compacts. Set, for fAC0ð½	1; 1Þ;
feðxÞ ¼ Eð f ÞðxÞ ¼ f ðxÞ þ f ð	xÞ
2
AC0ð½	1; 1Þe;
foðxÞ ¼ f ðxÞ 	 f ð	xÞ
2
AC0ð½	1; 1ÞoAf fAC0ð½	1; 1Þ : f ð	xÞ ¼ 	f ðxÞg:
Clearly f ¼ fe þ fo and Eð %fegoÞ ¼ 0; f ; gAC0ð½	1; 1Þ: Therefore the right Hilbert
bimodule XB splits into the direct sum of the subspaces of even and odd functions:
X ¼ Xe"Xo; Xe :¼ f fAX : f ð	xÞ ¼ f ðxÞg; Xo ¼ f fAX : f ð	xÞ ¼ 	f ðxÞg: Simi-
larly, as a vector space, C0ð½	1; 1Þ ¼ C0ð½	1; 1Þe"C0ð½	1; 1Þo: For f ; gAX ¼
C0ð½	1; 1Þ; yrf ;gðhe þ hoÞ ¼ f %gehe þ f %goho: Therefore if, for nAN; un is a positive
continuous function in C0ð½	1; 1Þe such that unðxÞ ¼ 1 for jxjX2n and unðxÞ ¼ 0 for
jxjp1
n
; the sequence yrf ;un þ yrxf ;un
x
is norm converging to the multiplication operator
by f : Therefore by Theorem 2.22, (2) of Deﬁnition 2.23 holds. We are left to show
that XB is of ﬁnite right numerical index, and this follows from the Pimsner–Popa
inequality.
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Remark. There is a more immediate proof of the fact that X is of ﬁnite right index,
which does not appeal to property (4) in Theorem 2.22, but only to the equivalent
property (1) of the same theorem, which is easier to check in practice, but perhaps
less instructive. Indeed, the inclusion C0ð½	1; 1ÞeCC0ð½	1; 1Þ is isomorphic to the
inclusion C0ðð0; 1Þ#ðCCC2Þ which is obviously of ﬁnite right index. We owe this
isomorphism to the referee.
3. Continuous bundles of ﬁnite dimensional C-algebras arising from
bimodules of ﬁnite right index
Let X be a right Hilbert A–B bimodule with nondegenerate left action f; and let us
consider the extension #f : MðAÞ-LðXBÞ of f to the multiplier algebra (see
Proposition 2.15). Restricting #f to the centre ZðMðAÞÞ of MðAÞ yields a unital -
homomorphism #f : ZðMðAÞÞ-LðXBÞ; still denoted by #f:
Proposition 3.1. If X is a right Hilbert A–B bimodule with nondegenerate left action
(this being the case if, e.g., X is bi-Hilbertian, by Proposition 2.16), the range of
#f : ZðMðAÞÞ-LðXBÞ is actually included in the centre of ALðXBÞ; the algebra of
right adjointable maps on XB commuting with the left action. Therefore ALðXBÞ
becomes a ZðMðAÞÞ-algebra in the sense of [Ka].
Adopting a standard procedure we can represent ALðXBÞ as a semicontinuous field
of C-algebras o-Lo over the spectrum O of ZðMðAÞÞ in the sense of [Ka]. Let, for
oAO; Jo be the closed two-sided ideal of ALðXBÞ generated by the image under #f of
CoðOÞ; the continuous functions on O vanishing at o: The ﬁber at o is the quotient
C-algebra Lo :¼ ALðXBÞ=Jo: We will show that the ﬁeld o-Lo is in
fact continuous in the case where X is bi-Hilbertian and of ﬁnite right index (see
Theorem 3.3).
Let AXB be bi-Hilbertian and of ﬁnite right index. In Proposition 2.27 we have
constructed a MðAÞ-bilinear, positive, strictly continuous map Fˆ : LðXBÞ-MðAÞ
satisfying a Pimsner–Popa inequality and with range the ideal pMðAÞ; with p the
support projection of r 	 Ind½X : Restricting Fˆ to the C-subalgebra ALðXBÞ yields
a map, still denoted Fˆ; with the same properties, and with range the ideal pZðMðAÞÞ
of the commutative C-algebra ZðMðAÞÞ ¼ CðOÞ: We write O ¼ O0,O1; with O0
corresponding to the projection p and O1 to I 	 p: The map Fˆ makes ALðXBÞ into a
right Hilbert CðOÞ-module (in fact a Hilbert CðO0Þ-module) by ðSjTÞ ¼ FˆðSTÞ:
Since Fˆ is norm continuous and satisﬁes a Pimsner–Popa inequality, the operator
norm and the Hilbert module norm are equivalent, therefore ALðXBÞ is complete in
the Hilbert module norm. Since the inner product is evaluated on a commutative C-
algebra, we can represent ALðXBÞ as a continuous field of Hilbert spaces over O in the
sense of [Di]. For each oAO; the ﬁber Hilbert space at o is given by Ho ¼
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ALðXBÞ=Mo; where Mo is the norm closed subspace of ALðXBÞ; in the Hilbert
module norm, generated by ALðXBÞ #fðCoðOÞÞ: For each oAO1; Mo ¼ ALðXBÞ
since #f annihilates ðI 	 pÞZðMðAÞÞ ¼ CðO1Þ; therefore Ho ¼ 0; as expected. Since
the C-algebra norm and the Hilbert module norm are equivalent, Jo ¼ Mo as
vector spaces, and they are isomorphic as Banach spaces. In particular, Lo ¼ 0 for
oAO1: Let po : ALðXBÞ-Lo and po : ALðXBÞ-Ho denote the corresponding
quotient maps in the C-algebraic and Banach space sense.
Lemma 3.2. If AXB is a bi-Hilbertian bimodule of finite right index, for all TAALðXBÞ
and for all oAO0;
l01=2jjpoðTÞjjpjjpoðTÞjjpðr 	 Ind½X ÞðoÞ1=2jjpoðTÞjj;
where l0 is the best positive scalar for which jjAðxjxÞjjXl0jjðxjxÞBjj; xAX :
Proof. The positive MðAÞ-bilinear map Fˆ : LðXBÞ-MðAÞ satisﬁes #fFˆðTÞXl0T for
all TALðXBÞþ; by Proposition 2.27. Therefore if TAALðXBÞþ; evaluating po on
this estimate yields poð #fFˆðTÞÞXl0poðTÞ which shows that
jjpoðTÞjj2 ¼ðpoðTÞ; poðTÞÞ ¼ FˆðTTÞðoÞ
¼ jpoð #fFˆðTTÞÞjXl0jpoðTTÞj ¼ l0jjpoðTÞjj2:
Consider the map Go : Lo-C ¼ CðOÞ=CoðOÞ associating FˆðTÞðoÞ to poðTÞ: This
map is well deﬁned: poðTÞ ¼ 0 implies that TAJo; therefore FˆðTÞ belongs to FðJoÞ
which is contained in the closed linear span of CoðOÞFðALðXBÞÞ in the C-algebra
norm. Clearly the latter space is contained in CoðOÞ: Now Go is a positive functional
on the C-algebra Lo taking the unit of Lo to ðr 	 Ind½X ÞðoÞ; and therefore
jjGojj ¼ ðr 	 Ind½X ÞðoÞ: Thus for all TAALðXBÞ;
jjpoðTÞjj2 ¼ jFˆðTTÞðoÞj ¼ jjGoðpoðTTÞÞjj
p ðr 	 Ind½X ÞðoÞjjpoðTTÞjj
¼ ðr 	 Ind½X ÞðoÞjjpoðTÞjj2: &
We are now ready to show the following result.
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a bi-Hilbertian A–B C-bimodule of finite right index, and let
O be the spectrum of ZðMðAÞÞ: Then for each oAO; the quotient C-algebra Lo is
finite dimensional, and
dimðLoÞp½l0	1ðr 	 Ind½X ÞðoÞ2;
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where l0 is the best constant for which jjAðxjxÞjjXl0jjðxjxÞBjj and ½m denotes the
integral part of the real number m: In particular, the fibers are trivial on O1:
Furthermore the collection of epimorphisms po : ALðXBÞ-Lo; oAO; defines a
continuous bundle of C-algebras in the sense of [KW].
Proof. Let us consider the positive map Fˆ : LðXBÞ-MðAÞ; which satisﬁes
#fðFˆðTÞÞXl0T for TALðXBÞþ by Corollary 2.11. We restrict #fFˆ to a map
ALðXBÞ- #fðZðMðAÞÞ satisfying a corresponding inequality. Evaluating po on this
inequality yields poð #fFˆðTÞÞXl0poðTÞ; TAALðXBÞþ: On the other hand for each o
in the support projection of r 	 Ind½X ; poð #fFˆðTÞÞ ¼ GoðpoðTÞÞ; where Go is the
positive functional of Lo deﬁned as in the proof of the previous lemma:
GoðpoðTÞÞ ¼ FˆðTÞðoÞ: Therefore go :¼ ððr 	 Ind½X ÞðoÞÞ	1Go is a state of Lo
satisfying
ðr 	 Ind½X ÞðoÞgoðpoðTÞÞXl0poðTÞ; TAALðXBÞþ:
It is well known that this condition implies that Lo is a ﬁnite dimensional C
-
algebra with at most ½l0	1ðr 	 Ind½X ÞðoÞ minimal orthogonal projections, therefore
dimðLoÞp½l0	1ðr 	 Ind½X ÞðoÞ2:
We are left to show that oAO-po is a continuous bundle in the sense of axioms
(i)–(iii) of Deﬁnition 1.1 in [KW]. If T is positive and satisﬁes poðTÞ ¼ 0 for all oAO
then TAJo for all o in O and therefore FðTÞ ¼ 0 which implies T ¼ 0 by the
Pimsner–Popa inequality. This shows axiom (i). Axiom (ii) is obvious. We are left to
show that for all TAALðXBÞ; the function oAO-jjpoðTÞjj is continuous. We will
appeal to the continuity criteria discussed in Section 2 of [KW]. This function is
upper semicontinuous by Lemma 2.3 in [KW] and it is lower semicontinuous by
Lemma 2.2 in the same paper. Indeed, if O0CO is a closed subset of O and DCO0 is
dense in O0 then the condition poðTÞ ¼ 0 for all oAD and some TAALðXBÞþ
implies TAJo for all oAD; thus FðTÞðoÞ ¼ 0 for all oAD and therefore for all
oAO0 by continuity of the function FðTÞ: Now evaluating po on both sides of the
inequality #fFˆðTÞXl0T shows that poðTÞ ¼ 0 for all oAO0: &
Remark. Notice that the estimate given in Theorem 3.3 cannot be improved in
general. In fact, if H is the ﬁnite index C–C bimodule deﬁned as in Example 2.30,
with O a one point space, then CLðHCÞ ¼ MnðCÞ; which is the only ﬁber. In this case
l0	1 ¼ jjT	1jj; so the corresponding estimate reduces to npjjT	1jjTrðTÞ which
becomes an equality for T ¼ I :
4. On the equivalence between ﬁnite index and conjugate equations
Our next aim is to show an equivalence between the notion of C-bimodule of
ﬁnite index in the sense of Section 2 and Longo–Roberts conjugate object in the C-
category of right Hilbert bimodules [LR].
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4.1. The C-categories HA; AHA and the W -categories HwA; AH
w
A
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let A be a ﬁxed set of C-algebras. We will denote by HA the
category with objects and arrows deﬁned as follows. Objects ofHA are right Hilbert
C-bimodules X over elements ofA for which the left action is nondegenerate. The
set of arrows ðX ; YÞ in HA between two objects AXB and AYB is the set ðX ; Y Þ :¼
LðXB; YBÞ of (right) adjointable maps from X to Y : Given two objects AXB and BYC
of HA; their tensor product X#BY is still a nondegenerate right Hilbert C-
bimodule, and therefore it is an object ofHA: For any TAðX ; YÞ; the map taking a
simple tensor x#yAX#BY to TðxÞ#y; and denoted by T#IY ; extends to an
adjointable map on X#BY : For any C-algebra AAA; let iA be A; regarded as a
right Hilbert bimodule over A itself, in the natural way. Since left action on iA is
nondegenerate, iA is an object of HA: For any right Hilbert A–B C-bimodule X ;
the tensor product Hilbert bimodule X#BiB identiﬁes naturally with X : In general,
iA#AX identiﬁes with the right Hilbert sub-bimodule of X generated by AX ; which,
in the case where the left action is nondegenerate, still coincides with X
(cf. Deﬁnition 2.14). Therefore fiA; AAAg is the set of left and right units for the
#-product between objects. One can summarize the structure ofHA; and say that
HA is a semitensor 2-C
-category (in the sense of [DPZ]).
If we want a tensor 2-C-category we need to restrict the arrow spaces, and
consider only bimodule maps. Namely, let AHA be the subcategory ofHA with the
same objects and arrows ðX ; Y Þ :¼ ALðXB; YBÞ; the set of right adjointable maps
from X to Y commuting with the left action. This is now a tensor 2-C-category.
In the sequel we will consider also the W -categories HwA AH
w
A with the same
objects, and set of arrows between two objects X and Y obtained completing the
corresponding arrow spaces ofHA and AHA in a suitable weak topology. Choose,
for each unit object iBAHA; a state oB of B; and let us endow X with the inner
product
ðx; x0ÞoB ¼ oBððxjx0ÞBÞ; x; x0AX :
Completing X ; after dividing out by vectors of seminorm zero, with respect to this
inner product, yields a Hilbert space HoBðX Þ: For each TALðXB; YBÞ; let
FoðTÞABðHoBðX Þ; HoBðY ÞÞ be the operator which acts by left multiplication by
T : We get in this way a -functor Fo : HA-H to the category H of Hilbert
spaces. Consider now the universal -functor F ¼"oFo : HA-H; where the
direct sum is taken over all choice functions o : BAA-oB: F is faithful on arrows
and strictly continuous on the unit ball of each arrow space.
Deﬁne ðX ; YÞ to be the completion ofFðKðXB; YBÞÞ in the weak topology of the
bounded operators from "oHoBðXÞ to "oHoBðYÞ; and let HwA be the W -
category with arrows these W -closed subspaces. Since any operator inLðXB; YBÞ is
the strict limit of a norm bounded net from KðXB; YBÞ; FðLðXB; YBÞÞCðX ; Y Þ;
therefore HA becomes a C
-subcategory of HwA under F: The universal functor
enjoys the following universality property.
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Proposition 4.2. A -functor G : HA-H to the category of Hilbert spaces, strictly
continuous on the unit ball of each arrow space of HA; extends uniquely to a
-functor
G00 : HwA-H; normal on the arrow spaces.
Proof. Let us ﬁrst assume that each Hilbert space GðiBÞ is cyclic for GððiB; iBÞÞ: Let
xB be a normalized cyclic vector. Then, identifying X with the subspace of
intertwiners KðiB; XBÞCðiB; XÞ; GðXÞxB is a subspace of the Hilbert space GðXÞ
associated to the object X : We claim that GðXÞxB is the whole GðXÞ: Let ZAGðXÞ be
a vector orthogonal to GðXÞxB: For all xAX ; GðxÞZ is orthogonal to GððiB; iBÞÞxB
and hence it is zero. Since G is strictly continuous on the unit ball of ðX ; XÞ; we
conclude that Z ¼ 0: We therefore have an identiﬁcation of the Hilbert space GðXÞ
withFoðX Þ where o : B-oxB ; and also an identiﬁcation of G withFo: Now every-functor G : HA-HC is the direct sum cyclic -functors, therefore G is a direct
sum of some Fo; and the rest now follows easily.
In particular, if RY : HA-HA is the
-functor which tensors on the right by an
object YAHA; the normal extension of F3RY ; with F the universal -functor,
makes HwA into a semitensor 2-W
-category.
The subcategory AH
w
A of H
w
A with the same objects and arrows
ðX ; YÞ :¼ fTAFðKðXB; YBÞÞ00 : TFðfðaÞÞ ¼Fðf0ðaÞÞT ; aAA; xAXg;
(where f and f0 denote respectively the left actions of A on X and Y ; and F is the
universal -functor) is now a tensor 2-W -category. &
Remark. The functor of RY may not be injective on arrows in any of these
categories. In other words, if AXB; AX
0
B and BYC are right Hilbert C
-bimodules, the
natural -homomorphism
TALðXB; X 0BÞ-T#IYALððX#BYÞC ; ðX 0#BYÞCÞ
may not be injective. In fact, if X ¼ X 0 ¼ iB and bABCLðiBÞ ¼ MðBÞ; under the
identiﬁcation of iB#BY with Y ; b#IY corresponds to the left action of B on Y
evaluated in b; which may vanish.
4.2. Conjugation in AHA and AH
w
A
In the sequel T will denote either AHA or AH
w
A: Following [LR], we can
introduce the notion of conjugation in the tensor C (or W ) category T:
Deﬁnition 4.3. Let X ¼ AXB be an object of T: An object Y ¼ BYA of T is called
a conjugate of X if there exist intertwiners RAðiB; Y#AX ÞAT and
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%RAðiA; X#BYÞAT such that
%R#IX 3IX#R ¼ IX ;
R#IY 3IY# %R ¼ IY :
We adopt the convention that the #-product is evaluated before 3-product. We
emphasize that, if T ¼ AHA; R and %R are C-bimodule maps, i.e. they commute
with left as well as right actions of the appropriate C-algebras. Therefore in this case
RR and %R %R are elements of BLðiBÞ ¼ ZðMðBÞÞ and ALðiAÞ ¼ ZðMðAÞÞ
respectively. If, instead, T ¼ AHwA; we can only conclude that RR and %R %R are
central elements of B00 and A00 respectively.
The above equations will be referred to as the conjugate equations. Clearly, if Y is a
conjugate of X then X is a conjugate of Y :
The dimension of X relative to the pair ðR; %RÞ is deﬁned by dimR; %RX ¼ jjRjjjj %Rjj:
The minimal dimension of X ; denoted by dim X ; is the inﬁmum of all relative
dimensions dimR; %RX :
4.3. From finite index to conjugation
Theorem 4.4. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodule. Then left actions on the
underlying right Hilbert C-bimodules X and %X are nondegenerate, and therefore these
are objects of AHA and AH
w
A:
(1) If X is of finite numerical index, %X is a conjugate of X in AH
w
A: More specifically,
if fumgm and fvngn are, respectively, a generalized right and left basis of X ; the nets
%Rm :¼
P
yAum y# %y and Rn :¼
P
zAvn %z#z converge strongly under the universal
-
functor to intertwiners %RAðiA; X#rA %XÞ and RAðiB; %X#rBXÞ of AHwA which do
not depend on the choice of the bases, and solve the conjugate equations. The
following relations also hold for x; x0AX ;
%Rðyrx;x0#I %XÞ %R ¼ Aðxjx0Þ; Rðyr%x;x0#IX ÞR ¼ ðxjx0ÞB;
RR ¼ c	 Ind½X ; %R %R ¼ r 	 Ind½X :
(2) If X is of finite index, R and %R belong to AHA: So the right Hilbert bimodule %X is
a conjugate of X in AHA: Their right adjoint operators are given by
%Rx#x0 ¼ Aðxjx0Þ; R %x#x0 ¼ ðxjx0ÞB:
Proof. By Proposition 2.16 the left (right) action on the right (left) Hilbert C-
bimodule X is nondegenerate, therefore the right Hilbert C-bimodules X and %X are
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objects of AHA and AH
w
A: We claim that, under the natural identiﬁcations of
X#rB %X with KðiA; X#rB %XAÞ and of %X#rAX with KðiB; %X#rAXBÞ; the nets %Rm :¼P
yAum y# %y and Rn :¼
P
zAvn %z#z converge strongly in the universal
-functor to
operators %R and R which do not depend on the choice of the bases. It sufﬁces to
show that the ﬁrst net is strongly Cauchy, as, replacing X with %X; m-um changes to
n-vn: Now by Proposition 2.19,
P
yAum AðyjyÞ is a positive, increasing, norm
bounded net, and it is strongly convergent in A00 to r 	 Ind½X : Since for mom0;P
yAum0
yry;y 	
P
yAum y
r
y;y is a positive contraction, we have
X
yAum0
y# %y 	
X
yAum
y# %yj
X
yAum0
y# %y 	
X
yAum
y# %y
0
@
1
A
A
¼ FX
X
yAum0
yry;y 	
X
yAum
yry;y
0
@
1
A
20
@
1
ApFX X
yAum0
yry;y 	
X
yAum
yry;y
0
@
1
A
¼
X
yAum0
AðyjyÞ 	
X
yAum
AðyjyÞ:
Therefore the net %RmAKðiA; X# %XAÞ is strongly convergent on a dense subspace of
the corresponding universal Hilbert space. We show that this net is norm bounded.
We have, for aAA;
jjð %RmðaÞj %RmðaÞÞAjj ¼ U
X
yAum
ðy# %yÞa
! U
X
yAum
ðy# %yÞa
 ! !
A




¼ F
X
yAum
yry;yfðaÞ
 ! X
yAum
yry;yfðaÞ
 ! !



p jjðr 	 Ind½X Þaajj;
where U is the biunitary map deﬁned in Proposition 2.13(3). Hence
jj %Rmjjp sup
aa0
jjðr 	 Ind½X Þaajj
jjaajj
 1=2
¼ jjr 	 Ind½X jj1=2:
It follows that %Rm is strongly convergent to an operator %RAðiA; X# %XÞCHwA with
jj %Rjjpjjr 	 Ind½X jj1=2: Similarly we deﬁne a map RAðiB; %X#XÞCHwA as the strong
limit of
P
zAvnð%z#zÞ such that jjRjjpjjc	 Ind½X jj
1=2: In order to show that %R is
independent on the basis, we compute its Hilbert space adjoint. Let o : BAA-oB
be a choice of states of the C-algebras of A; and let Fo : HA-H be the
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associated cyclic -functor to the category of Hilbert spaces. For x; x0AX ; aAA;
ða;Foð %RmÞx#x0ÞoA ¼
X
yAum
ðy# %ya; x#x0ÞoA
¼
X
yAum
oAðð %yajðyjxÞBx0ÞAÞ ¼
X
yAum
oAðAðayjx0ðxjyÞBÞÞ
¼oA A a
X
yAum
yðyjxÞB; x0
 ! !
:
Therefore Foðð %RmÞx#x0Þ converges weakly to Aðxjx0Þ; regarded as an element of
the Hilbert space FoðiAÞ: It follows that %R; and hence %R; is independent of the
generalized right basis. On the other hand the net %Rm; regarded as a net in the Hilbert
space FoðX# %XÞ; has norm bounded above by ðr 	 I ½X Þ1=2; therefore
jj %Rjj ¼ jj %RjjX ðr 	 I ½X Þ	1=2 %R
X
yAum
y# %y
 !



¼ðr 	 I ½X Þ	1=2
X
yAum
AðyjyÞ



;
which shows that jjRjj ¼ ðr 	 I ½X Þ1=2:
Let now UAMðAÞ be a unitary. For any generalized right basis um;
m-fUy; yAumg is still a generalized right basis, so U %RU ¼ %R by independence of
the operator %R on the basis. Hence %RAAHwA:
We show that R and %R solve the conjugate equations. For xAX ; bAB; we have, in
the Hilbert space associated to X under the universal -functor:
%R#IX 3IX#RðxbÞ ¼ %R#IX x# lim
n
X
zAvn
ð%z#zÞb
 !
¼ lim
n
X
zAvn
AðxjzÞzb ¼ xb:
Since X#BiB identiﬁes with X via the map x#b/xb; we obtain the conjugate
equation %R#IX 3IX#R ¼ IX in AHwA: Similarly we have R#IY 3IY# %R ¼ IY :
For any aAFðiAÞ we have
%R %RðaÞ ¼ lim
m
%R
X
yAum
y# %ya
 !
¼ lim
m
X
yAum
AðyjayÞ ¼ lim
m
X
yAum
AðyjyÞa;
so %R %R ¼ r 	 Ind½X  and RR ¼ c	 Ind½X  as well.
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We show that %Rðyrx;z#I %XÞ %R ¼ AðxjzÞ (the similar equation relative to R will
follow replacing X with %X). For aAA;
%Rðyrx;z#IY Þ %RðaÞ ¼ %Rðyrx;z#IY Þ limm
X
yAum
ðy# %yÞa
 !
¼ lim
m
%R
X
yAum
yrx;zðyÞ#ay
 !
¼ lim
m
X
yAum
Aðyrx;zðyÞjayÞ
¼ lim
m
X
yAum
AðxðzjyÞBjyÞa ¼ A x limm
 X
yAum
yðyjzÞB
 !
a ¼ AðxjzÞa:
(2) In the case where X is of ﬁnite index, the net %RmðaÞ converges in norm for all
aAA; therefore R is actually mapping A to X# %X: Furthermore %R is right
adjointable, in fact its adjoint %R : X#B %X-A is deﬁned by %Rðx#x0Þ ¼ Aðxjx0Þ:
ð %RðaÞjx# %x0ÞA ¼ limm
X
yAum
aðy# %yjx# %x0ÞA
¼ lim
m
X
yAum
að %yjðyjxÞB %x0ÞA ¼ limm
X
yAum
aAðyjx0ðyjxÞBÞ
¼ aA lim
m
X
yAum
yðyjxÞBjx0
 !
¼ aAðxjx0Þ:
A ﬁrst consequence of the previous theorem is the fact that the left Hilbert
bimodule structure on a ﬁnite index bimodule is unique up to equivalence. &
Corollary 4.5. Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodule of finite index. Any other left
inner product on the underlying right Hilbert bimodule AXB making it into a finite
index, bi-Hilbertian bimodule is of the form
AðxjyÞ0 ¼ AðQxjyÞ; x; yAX ;
where Q is a positive invertible element of LBðAX Þ:
Proof. Consider another left inner product AðjÞ0 making X into a bi-Hilbertian,
ﬁnite index C-bimodule. Let X 0 denote the left Hilbert bimodule structure over X
with inner product AðjÞ0: By part (2) of Theorem 4.4, we can ﬁnd another solution
(X 0; R0; %R0) to the conjugate equations such that Aðxjx0Þ0 ¼ R0ðyrx;x0#IX 0 ÞR0: By
uniqueness of the conjugate object (cf [LR]) there is an invertible UABLAð %X; X 0Þ
such that %R0 ¼ IX#U3 %R: Therefore Aðxjx0Þ0 ¼ %Rðyrx;x0#UUÞ %R: We just need to
plug in the fact that %R ¼ limm
P
yAum y# %y in the pointwise norm convergence
topology and choose Q :¼ J	1X UUJX ; with JX : XB-B %X the natural conjugation
map.
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4.4. On the equality ALðXBÞ ¼LBðAX Þ for finite index bimodules
Let AXB be a bi-Hilbertian C
-bimodule. We can consider the C-algebra ALðXBÞ
of right adjointable maps commuting with the left action, but also the C-algebra
LBðAX Þ of left adjointable maps commuting with the right action. If A and B are
unital, and X is ﬁnitely generated, as a right and left module, any bimodule map on
X is right adjointable and left adjointable, therefore ALðXBÞ ¼LBðAX Þ ¼
AEndBðXÞ: More generally, under which conditions ALðXBÞ ¼LBðAXÞ as algebras?
The following result provides an answer.
Corollary 4.6. If AXB is a bi-Hilbertian bimodule of finite index, any element of
ALðXBÞ is adjointable with respect to the left inner product, and therefore it belongs to
LBðAX Þ: Similarly, any element of LBðAXÞ is adjointable with respect to the right
inner product. Therefore ALðXBÞ ¼LBðAXÞ as algebras.
Proof. Let R and %R be the solution to the conjugate equations arising from the left
and right inner products as in the proof of the previous theorem. By Frobenius
reciprocity there is a linear isomorphism from ALðXBÞ to BLðiB; %X#XBÞ given by
T-I %X#T3R and an antilinear isomorphism from BLðiB; %X#XBÞ to BLð %XAÞ given
by S-S#I %X3I %X# %R (see [LR]). A straightforward computation shows that the
composition of these maps is the map TAALðXBÞ-JTJ	1ABLð %XAÞ where
J : AX- %XA is the conjugation map. Therefore the map TAALðXBÞ-TALBðAXÞ
is a linear multiplicative isomorphism. &
4.5. Computing the left index element of X
Lemma 4.7. Let X ¼ AXB and Y ¼ BYA be nondegenerate right Hilbert C-
bimodules, conjugate of each other as objects of AH
w
A; and let (R; %R) be a solution
of the corresponding conjugate equations. Let us regard KðXBÞ as a C-subalgebra of
the intertwiner space ðX ; XÞCKðXBÞ00 of HwA: Then the map
TAKðXBÞ-ð %R3T#IY 3 %RÞ#IX#RR 	 TAKðXBÞ00
is completely positive.
Proof. For all nAN and any positive T ¼ ðTijÞAMnðKðXBÞÞ;
T ¼ð %R#IX 3IX#RTijIX#R3 %R#IX Þi;j
¼ð %R#IX ðTij#RRÞ %R#IX Þi;jpðð %R3Tij#IY 3 %RÞ#IX#ðRRÞÞi;j
since RRpIY#X#ðRRÞ by Lemma 2.7 in [LR]. &
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Combining the previous lemma with the main theorem of [FK], yields the
following result.
Theorem 4.8. Let AXB be a bi–Hilbertian bimodule of finite right numerical index, and
let F : KðXBÞ-A be the positive A–A bimodule map constructed in Corollary 2.11.
Then X is also of finite left numerical index. Denoting by f and c the left and right
actions of A and B on X respectively, and by q the support projection of the left index
element in B00; c	 Ind½X  is the smallest central element c of qB00 for which the map
c0ðcÞf3F 	 id : KðXBÞ-KðXBÞ00 is completely positive. Here c0 denotes the
extension to ZðB00Þ of the right action of ZðBÞ on X defined in Lemma 2.18.
Proof. We claim that X is of ﬁnite left numerical index if and only if there exists a
positive real c for which cf3F 	 id : KðXBÞ-LðXBÞ is completely positive. We
show the claim. If XB has ﬁnite left numerical index, we can construct a solution R;
%R; %X to the conjugate equations as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. We have proved
there that RR ¼ c	 Ind½X  and that for TAKðXBÞ; %RðT#I %XÞ %R ¼ FðTÞ: So,
recalling the deﬁnition of tensor products between operators in AH
w
A; with
A ¼ fA; Bg; we see that
IX#R
R ¼ c0ðc	 Ind½X Þ
and
ð %RðT#I %XÞ %RÞ#IX ¼ f3FðTÞ; TAKðXBÞ:
Inserting these data in the conclusion of Lemma 4.7, we deduce that c0ðc	
Ind½X Þf3F 	 id is completely positive, as a map from KðXBÞ to KðXBÞ00:
Therefore, with c ¼ jjc	 Ind½X jj; cf3F 	 id : KðXBÞ-LðXBÞ is completely
positive. Conversely, if for some positive real c; cf3F 	 id is completely positive
on KðXBÞ; for nAN and for x1;y; xnAX ;
Xn
1
ðxijxiÞBjj ¼ jjðyrxi ;xj ÞijjjpcjjðfðAðxijxjÞÞÞij



 ¼ c
Xn
1
ycxi ;xi



;
so X is of ﬁnite left numerical index. On the other hand in Proposition 2.19 we have
constructed a surjective conditional expectation f003E00 : KðXBÞ00-f00ðA00Þ normal-
izing f00F 00; which does satisfy mjjf00E00ðTÞjjXjjT jj for some positive real m and all
TAKðXBÞ00þ: By the main result of [FK], cf00E00 	 id is completely positive for some
positive real c; and therefore cjjf00ðr 	 Ind½X Þ	1jjf00F 00 	 id : KðXBÞ00-KðXBÞ00 is
completely positive. Restricting this map to KðXBÞ and combining with the claim,
shows that X is of ﬁnite left numerical index.
Let now n-vn be a generalized left basis of X : Choosing n ¼ jnj; T ¼
ðyrzi ;zj ÞAMnðKðXÞÞ
þ; we see that, if c is any central element of qB00 for which
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TAKðXÞ-c0ðcÞfFðTÞ 	 TAKðXÞ00 is completely positive then
ðc0ðcÞfðAðzijzjÞÞi;j ¼ ðc0ðcÞfFðyrzi ;zj ÞÞi;jXðyrzi ;zj Þi;j;
which implies X
i;j
ðzijAðzijzjÞzjÞBcX
X
i;j
ðzijziðzjjzjÞBÞB;
or, in other words, RnRncXð
P
zAvn ðzjzÞBÞ
2: Thus ðc	 Ind½X ÞcXðc	 Ind½X Þ2; so
cXc	 Ind½X : &
Corollary 4.9. Let ACB be an inclusion of C-algebras, and E : B-A be a conditional
expectation with range A; for which there is l40 such that jjEðbbÞjjXljjbbjj for all
bAB: Let Ind½E be the index of E defined as in Definition 2.17. Then Ind½E is the
smallest central element c of B00 for which cE 	 id is completely positive.
Proof. Let A %XB be the contragradient of the B–A bimodule X associated to E as part
(2) of Proposition 2.12. Clearly %X is of ﬁnite numerical index. Since c	 Ind½ %X ¼
r 	 Ind½X  ¼ Ind½E; and sinceKð %XBÞ ¼ B and F %X ¼ E; Ind½E is, by Corollary 4.9,
the smallest central element c of B00 for which cE 	 id is completely positive (recall
that r 	 Ind½X  is invertible by Corollary 2.20). &
Remark. If fE : KðXBÞ-fðAÞ is the faithful conditional expectation deﬁned in
Corollary 2.29 then
Ind½X f3E 	 id
is completely positive onKðXBÞ: In fortunate cases where f00ðr 	 Ind½X Þ is central
inKðXBÞ00 (e.g. either A is simple, cf. Corollary 2.26, or X arises from a conditional
expectation, Proposition 2.12, or A ¼ B is commutative and right action coincides
with left action) then Ind½X  ¼ Ind½f3E: This observation thus shows that the index
element of a conditional expectation coincides with the index element of the dual
conditional expectation.
4.6. From conjugation to finite index
Let X be a bi-Hilbertian bimodule with a conjugate in AHA: Our next aim is to
construct a left inner product on X making it into a bi-Hilbertian bimodule of ﬁnite
index.
Lemma 4.10. Let BYA be a conjugate object of AXB in the tensor 2-C
-category AHA;
and let R and %R be a pair of intertwiners solving the conjugate equations, in the sense of
Definition 4.3. There exist unique positive semidefinite left inner products on X and
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Y such that
Aðxjax0Þ ¼ %Rðyrx;x0#IY Þ %RðaÞAA for aAA; x; x0AX ;
Bðyjby0Þ ¼ Rðyry;y0#IX ÞRðbÞAB for bAB; y; y0AY :
Proof. For x; x0AX we deﬁne an element Aðxjx0ÞAMðAÞ ¼LðiAÞ by
Aðxjx0ÞðaÞ ¼ %Rðyrx;x0#IY Þ %RðaÞAA for aAA:
Then x; x0/Aðxjx0Þ deﬁnes a continuous sesquilinear form on X with values in
MðAÞ: We claim that Aðxjx0ÞAA: Let fuigi be a selfadjoint approximate unit of A
with jjuijjp1: We show that f %Rðyrx;x0#IY ÞRðuiÞgi is a norm Cauchy net. First we
assume that x0 is of the form y ¼ ax00 for some aAA and x00AX : Since
%Rðyrx;ax00#IY Þ %RðuiÞ ¼ %Rðyrx;x00#IY Þ %RðauiÞ;
and aui-a in norm, f %Rðyrx;ax00#IY Þ %RðuiÞgi is a Cauchy net in norm. For a general
element x0AX ; we choose x˜AAX sufﬁciently close to x0 (this being possible as left A-
action is nondegenerate), so one easily obtains
jj %Rðyrx;x0#IY Þ %RðuiÞ 	 %Rðyrx;x0#IY Þ %RðujÞjj
p2jj %Rjj2jjxjjjjx0 	 x˜jj þ jj %Rðyrx;x˜#IY Þ %RðuiÞ 	 %Rðyrx;x˜#IY Þ %RðujÞjj:
Thus f %Rðyx;x0#IÞ %RðuiÞgiis still a Cauchy net in A:
For aAA; we have
%Rðyrx;x0#IY Þ %RðuiÞa ¼ %Rðyrx;x0#IY Þ %RðuiaÞ- %Rðyrx;x0#IY Þ %RðaÞ
in norm. This shows that the limit of the Cauchy net
f %Rðyrx;x0#IY Þ %RðuiÞgi
in A coincides with Aðxjx0ÞAA and does not depend on the choice of approximate
unit fuigi:
It is easy to see that ðx; x0Þ/Aðxjx0Þ is left A-linear and right conjugate A-linear.
Since for b; cAA and x; x0AX ;
ððAðxjx0ÞÞbÞc ¼ b %Rðyrx;x0#IY Þ %RðcÞ
¼ b lim
i
%Rðyrx;x0#IY Þ %RðuiÞc ¼ ðAðx0jxÞbÞc;
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we have Aðxjx0Þ ¼ Aðx0jxÞ: Since
ðAðxjxÞðaÞjaÞA ¼ ð %Rðyx;x#IÞ %RðaÞÞjaÞA ¼ ððyx;x#IÞ %RðaÞÞj %RðaÞÞAX0
in the canonical Hilbert A-module iA ¼ AA with ðajbÞA ¼ ab; we have AðxjxÞX0:
Now exchanging the roles of X and Y ; and of R and %R; and applying this argument
to Y ; we deduce the existence of a left inner product on Y as well.
We next show that X and Y become left Hilbert modules. To do so, we construct
isomorphisms with the contragradient left Hilbert bimodules %Y and %X respectively.
For a A–B bimodule X ; we shall denote by JX : X- %X the map associating %x to x;
for any xAX : Clearly, JX ðaxÞ ¼ JX ðxÞa and JX ðxbÞ ¼ bJX ðxÞ for aAA; bAB;
xAX : &
Lemma 4.11. Let X and Y be conjugate objects of AHA; and let us endow them with
left inner products defined, as in the previous lemma, by a pair of intertwiners R and %R
solving the conjugate equations. Then there exist natural bimodule isomorphisms
U : %Y-X and V : %X-Y from the contragradient bimodules, which preserve the
corresponding left and right inner products and satisfy
VJX ¼ ðUJY Þ	1:
In particular, X and Y become bi-Hilbertian C-bimodules.
Proof. For yAY we deﬁne ly : X-Y#AX by lyðxÞ ¼ y#x: Then we have
lyðy0#xÞ ¼ ðyjy0ÞAx: We notice that the set faxbjaAA; xAX ; bABg is total in X
since, by assumption, left action is nondegenerate.
By the ﬁrst conjugate equation
axb ¼ ð %R#IX ÞðIX#RÞðaxbÞ ¼ ð %R#IX Þðax#RðbÞÞ:
For a˜AA; x0AX
ðð %R#IX Þðax#RðbÞÞja˜x0ÞB ¼ðax#RðbÞj %Rða˜Þ#x0ÞB
¼ðx#RðbÞja %Rða˜Þ#x0ÞB ¼ ðx#RðbÞj %RðaÞ#a˜x0ÞB
¼ðRðbÞjlxð %RðaÞÞ#a˜x0ÞB ¼ ðRðbÞjllxð %RðaÞÞða˜x0ÞÞB
¼ðl
lxð %RðaÞÞðRðbÞÞja˜x
0ÞB:
Thus for aAA; bAB and xAX ;
axb ¼ l
lxð %RðaÞÞðRðbÞÞAX :
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This shows that flyðRðbÞÞjyAY ; bABg is total in X : Similarly, for aAA; bAB and
yAY ;
bya ¼ lly ðRðbÞÞð %RðaÞÞAY :
We next show that for y; y0AY ; b; b0AB
Aðly0Rðb0ÞjlyRðbÞÞ ¼ Aðy0b0j %ybÞ;
where the left-hand side is computed with respect to the new inner product on X
introduced in Lemma 4.10 and the right-hand side with respect to the left inner
product on %Y deﬁned in the paragraph following Deﬁnition 2.8. We start from the
right-hand side. For a; a0AA;
Aða0y0b0ja %ybÞ ¼ ðb0y0a0jbyaÞA ¼ ðll
y0Rðb0Þ
%Rða0Þjlly RðbÞ %Rða
ÞÞA
¼ðlly RðbÞll
y0Rðb0Þ
%Rða0Þj %RðaÞÞA ¼ ððyrly RðbÞ;ly0Rðb0Þ#IY Þ %Rða
0Þj %RðaÞÞA
¼ð %Rðyrly RðbÞ;ly0Rðb0Þ#IY Þ %Rða
0ÞjaÞA ¼ ðAðlyRðbÞjly0Rðb0ÞÞa0jaÞA
¼ðAðlyRðbÞjly0Rðb0ÞÞa0Þa ¼ a0Aðly0Rðb0ÞjlyRðbÞÞa:
Therefore U : %ybA %Y/lyRðbÞAX is well deﬁned and extends to a left A-linear map
from %Y to X preserving left A-valued inner product. Since the right A-valued inner
product of Y is deﬁnite, the left A-valued inner product on X constructed in Lemma
4.10 is also deﬁnite. Clearly this map is also right B-linear. Since %Y is a left Hilbert
bimodule, so is X with respect to its left inner product. Since this left inner product is
continuous with respect to the right one, X is bi-Hilbertian by general Banach space
theory.
Similarly, V : %xaA %X/lx %RðaÞAY extends to a B–A linear map preserving the left
inner product from %X to Y and making Y into a left Hilbert bimodule. Now UJY
takes by to lyRðbÞ and VJX takes ax to lx %RðaÞ: Therefore UJY VJX takes axb to
UJY ðlxb %RðaÞÞ ¼ UJY ðblx %RðaÞÞ ¼ llx %RðaÞRðbÞ
which we have already shown to coincide with axb: One similarly obtains:
VJX UJY ¼ IY : Since U preserves the left inner products, JX UJY ¼ V	1; and
therefore V ; preserves the right inner products. For the same reason, U preserves the
right inner products as well.
Lemma 4.12. Let X be an object of AHA with a conjugate object Y in AHA; and let
us make X and Y into bi-Hilbertian C-bimodules with left inner products defined, as in
Lemma 4.10, by a solution (R; %R) of the conjugate equations. Let us identify Y ; as a
bi-Hilbertian C-bimodule, with %X via the biunitary map V : %X-Y defined in
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Lemma 4.11. Then for any x; x0AX ;
%Rðx# %x0Þ ¼ Aðxjx0Þ and Rð %x#x0Þ ¼ ðxjx0ÞB:
Proof. We shall show that
%Rðx#Vx0Þ ¼ Aðxjx0Þ and RðV %x#x0Þ ¼ ðxjx0ÞB:
The ﬁrst equation follows from
%Rðx#Vðx0aÞÞ ¼ %Rðx#lx0 %RðaÞÞ ¼ %Rðyrx;x0#IY Þ %RðaÞ ¼ Aðxjx0Þa:
Similarly, we have
Rðy#U %y0ÞÞ ¼ Bðyjy0Þ;
where the operator U is still deﬁned in Lemma 4.11. Now writing y ¼ V %x and
y0 ¼ Vx0; and using the relation UJY VJX ¼ IX obtained in Lemma 4.11, gives
RV %x#x0 ¼ BðV %xjVx0Þ ¼ ðxjx0ÞB: &
We are now ready to prove a converse of part (2) of Theorem 4.4.
Theorem 4.13. Let X be a right Hilbert A–B C-bimodule with a nondegenerate left
action. If X has a conjugate object in the 2-C-category AHA of nondegenerate right
Hilbert bimodules, it can be given a left A-valued inner product making it into a finite
index bi-Hilbertian C-bimodule. More precisely, any solution ðY ; R; %RÞ to the
conjugate equations in AHA induces a left inner product defining a finite index bi-
Hilbertian structure on X by
Aðxjax0Þ ¼ %Ryrx;x0#IY %RðaÞ; x; x0AX ; aAA: ð4:1Þ
It turns out that Y is biunitarily equivalent, as a bi-Hilbertian bimodule, to %X and,
under this identification, the intertwiners R and %R are defined by
%Rx#x0 ¼ Aðxjx0Þ; R %x#x0 ¼ ðxjx0ÞB: ð4:2Þ
Proof. Suppose that X has a conjugate Y deﬁned by intertwiners R and %R: So far we
have proved that a solution R; %R of the conjugate equations induces a bi-Hilbertian
structure on X (Lemma 4.11). Also, we have been able to identify Y biunitarily with
%X (via the map V deﬁned in Lemma 4.11) with R and %R acting as in Lemma 4.12.
Since yrx;x is positive, we have
jjRjj	2yrx;xp %Rðyrx;x#IÞ %R ¼ AðxjxÞ;
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by Lemma 4.7. Therefore for any xAX ; jjðxjxÞBjj ¼ jjyrx;xjjpjjRjj2jjAðxjxÞjj: On the
other hand, since %R is bounded, for any x1;y; xnAX ;
Xn
i¼1
AðxijxiÞ



 ¼ %R
Xn
i¼1
yrxi ;xi#I
 !
%R



pjj %Rjj2
Xn
i¼1
yrxi ;xi



;
and this shows that X is of ﬁnite right numerical index. Since the corresponding map
F : KðXBÞ-A is given by FðTÞ ¼ %RT#1 %X %R; r 	 Ind½X  ¼ %R %RAMðAÞ: There-
fore, taking into account Theorem 2.22, all the assumptions of Deﬁnition 2.23 are
satisﬁed, and this shows that X is of ﬁnite right index. Similarly, Y ¼ %X is of ﬁnite
right index, i.e. X is of ﬁnite left index as well, and therefore of ﬁnite index. &
Remark. The arguments of the proof show that the minimal dimension of a
bimodule is the inﬁmum of the square roots of the numerical indices.
4.7. A characterization of strong Morita equivalences
We next characterize strong Morita equivalences among general Hilbert C-
bimodules as those objects with minimal dimension (or numerical index) equal
to 1.
Corollary 4.14. For a right Hilbert C-bimodule AXB the following properties are
equivalent.
(1) XB is full and it can be given a full left inner product making it into finite index bi-
Hilbertian bimodule with respect to which I ½X  ¼ 1;
(2) X is an object of the category of nondegenerate full right Hilbert C-bimodules
with a conjugate such that dim X ¼ 1;
(3) X can be given a left inner product making it into finite index Hilbert bimodule with
r 	 Ind½X  ¼ IA and c	 Ind½X  ¼ IB;
(4) X can be given a left inner product making it into a strong Morita equivalence
bimodule from A to B:
Proof. ð1Þ ) ð2Þ: This implication follows from the previous theorem.
ð2Þ ) ð4Þ: Let R and %R satisfy the conjugate equations with jjRjjjj %Rjjo ﬃﬃﬃ2p : Since
X and its conjugate are full, the left and right indices of X must be invertible by
Corollary 2.28, and therefore so are RR and %R %R: The operators S :¼ RðRRÞ	1=2
and %S :¼ %Rð %R %RÞ	1=2 are isometries whose ranges generate, as in [LR], projections
satisfying the Jones relations with parameter b; where b	1 ¼ ðjjRjjjj %RjjÞ2o2; thus
b ¼ 1 by Jones fundamental result [J]. This shows that the numerical index I ½X  of X
with respect to the original right inner product and the left inner product induced by
this pair, is 1. Let fE : KðXBÞ-fðAÞ denote the conditional expectation deﬁned in
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Corollary 2.29. Since, by Corollary 4.9, I ½X fEðTÞXT for any positive T inKðXBÞ;
and since fEðfEðTÞ 	 TÞ ¼ 0; fE; being faithful, must be the identity map.
Deﬁning a new left inner product on X by:
AðxjyÞ0 :¼ ð %R %RÞ	1AðxjyÞ ¼ yrx;y;
makes X into a strong Morita equivalence bimodule.
ð4Þ ) ð3Þ: It is easy to show that a strong Morita equivalence bimodule is full as a
left as well as a right Hilbert module and has index 1. In fact, in this case A ¼KðXBÞ
and one has a bi-Hilbertian structure given by Aðxjx0Þ ¼ yrx;x0 ; for x; x0AX : Let fumgm
be a generalized right basis for X : Since Aðxjx0Þ ¼ yrx;x0 ; for x; x0AX ; we have
r 	 Ind½X  ¼ lim
m
X
yAum
AðyjyÞ ¼ lim
m
X
yAum
yry;y ¼ IA:
One similarly shows that c	 Ind½X  ¼ IB:
ð3Þ ) ð1Þ: This implication is obvious. &
5. Tensoring ﬁnite index bimodules
Let A; B and C be s-unital C-algebras, X a right Hilbert A–B bimodule and Y a
right Hilbert B–C bimodule. If X and Y are of ﬁnite index, is X#rBY still of ﬁnite
index? We have shown in Proposition 2.13 that if AXB is of ﬁnite right numerical
index and BYC is of ﬁnite left numerical index, the seminorms of X}BY arising
from the left and right inner products are equivalent, therefore we can form a unique
bi-Hilbertian bimodule, X#BY completing in any of these seminorms. We now
show that this bimodule is of ﬁnite index if X and Y are.
Theorem 5.1. Let A; B and C be C-algebras, and X ¼ AXB and Y ¼ BYC be bi-
Hilbertian C-bimodules. If AXB and BYC have finite index (respectively, finite
numerical index), then also X#BY has finite index (respectively, finite numerical
index) with respect to the bi-Hilbertian structure defined in Section 2.2.
Proof. Since X and Y are bi-Hilbertian and of ﬁnite numerical index X#BY is bi-
Hilbertian by Proposition 2.13, and therefore left and right actions are
nondegenerate by Proposition 2.16. Since X and Y have ﬁnite numerical index,
the contragradient of the corresponding underlying left Hilbert modules are their
respective conjugates, by Theorem 4.4. Namely, there are intertwiners in AH
w
A; with
A ¼ fA; Bg; %R1AðiA; X#B %XÞ; R1AðiB; %X#A %XÞ; %R2AðiB; Y#C %YÞ; R2AðiC ; %Y#B %YÞ
solving the corresponding conjugate equations. It is shown in [LR] that %Y#B %X is a
conjugate of X#BY in AH
w
A: A solution to the conjugate equations is given by
operators R and %R deﬁned in the following way. Consider the map iðR1Þ from %Y#Y
to %Y# %X#X#Y ; given by I %Y#R1#IY ; and the map jð %R2Þ from X# %X to
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X#Y# %Y# %X given by IX# %R2#I %X: Deﬁne the C–C bimodule homomorphism
RACLðiC ; ð %Y# %X#X#YÞÞ by R ¼ iðR1Þ3R2; and the A–A bimodule homomor-
phism %RAALðiA; X#Y# %Y# %XAÞ by %R ¼ jð %R2Þ3 %R1: One can easily check the
following relations:
Aðzjz0Þ :¼ %Rðyrz;z0#1 %Y# %XÞ %R;
ðzjz0ÞC :¼ Rðyr%z;z0#1X#Y ÞR:
Here zAX#Y-%zA %Y# %X is the map taking the simple tensor x#y to %y# %x: (This
map is a well deﬁned, A–C antilinear and bi-antiunitary with respect to the
corresponding bi-Hilbertian structures.) For z1;y; znAX#BY ;
X
AðzijziÞ
   ¼ %R Xn
1
yrzi ;zi
 !
#1 %Y# %X %R



pjj %Rjj2
Xn
1
yrzi ;zi



;
therefore X#Y has ﬁnite right numerical index. With a similar argument, X#Y
has ﬁnite left numerical index. If X and Y have ﬁnite index, R and %R are intertwiners
of the C-category AHA; by part (2) of Theorem 4.4, so X#BY has ﬁnite index by
Theorem 4.13. &
6. Examples
In this section we discuss examples of Hilbert C bimodules of ﬁnite index with
countable bases.
6.1. Finite index bimodules generating Cuntz–Krieger algebras
In the next example we construct a Hilbert C-bimodule of ﬁnite index which
generates a countably generated Cuntz–Krieger algebra, see [KPRR] and [KPW2].
Let S be a countable set, and let G ¼ ðGði; jÞÞi;jAS be an inﬁnite matrix with entries
in f0; 1g: We shall assume that no row and no column of G is identically zero. We
associate to the matrix G the directed graph G ¼ ðS; E; s; rÞ; where S is the set of
vertices and E ¼ fði; jÞAS SjGði; jÞ ¼ 1g is the set of edges. For an edge g ¼
ði; jÞAE; the source sðgÞ is i and the range rðgÞ is j: We assume that G is locally ﬁnite,
that is, for any jAS; fiASjGði; jÞ ¼ 1g and, for any iAS; fjASjGði; jÞ ¼ 1g are ﬁnite.
Let A ¼ c0ðSÞ be the C-algebra of the functions on S vanishing at inﬁnity and let
A0 ¼ c00ðSÞ be the dense -subalgebra of functions with ﬁnite support. We denote by
Pj the projection in A given by PjðiÞ ¼ dij: Since the set of edges E is a subset of
S S; we may regard E as a set-theoretic correspondence. The vector space X0 ¼
c00ðEÞ of the function on E with ﬁnite support is an A–A bimodule by
ða  f  bÞði; jÞ ¼ aðiÞf ði; jÞbð jÞ
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for a; bAA; fAX0 and ði; jÞAE: We deﬁne an A-valued inner product on X0 by
ð f jgÞAð jÞ ¼
X
fijði;jÞAEg
f ði; jÞgði; jÞ
for f ; gAX0: X0 becomes in this way a right pre-Hilbert A-module. We denote by X
the completion of X0: The left A-action on X0 can be extended to an action
f : A-LðXAÞ on X by continuity. Since G is a row ﬁnite matrix, fðaÞCKðXAÞ:
Since no column of G is zero, the range map r is onto. Thus XA is full.
We shall introduce an A-valued left inner product on X : We need an additional
datum. Assume that we are given a nonnegative matrix T ¼ ðTijÞij such that Tij40 if
and only if ði; jÞ is an edge, i.e. Gði; jÞ ¼ 1: We call such a matrix T a weight matrix
for the graph G: Yonetani suggested that the weight matrix T gives an A-valued left
inner product Að j Þ on X0 by
Að f jgÞðiÞ ¼
X
j
Tijf ði; jÞgði; jÞ
for f ; gAX0: Then we have two associated norms
Ajj f jj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
supi
X
j
Tij j f ði; jÞj2
q
and
jj f jjA ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
supj
X
i
j f ði; jÞj2
q
:
Deﬁnition 6.1. A weight matrix T for the graph G is called of finite index if
c1 :¼ sup
i
X
j
TijoN; c2 :¼ sup
j
X
i
1
Tij
oN:
Example 6.2. Let S ¼ N and Gði; jÞ ¼ 1 if ji 	 jj ¼ 1 and Gði; jÞ ¼ 0 if ji 	 jja1:
Consider a weight matrix T deﬁned as follows: T12 ¼ 1: Tij ¼ 1=2 if ji 	 jj ¼ 1 and
ði; jÞað1; 2Þ: Tij ¼ 0 if ji 	 jja1: Then c1 ¼ 1 and c2 ¼ 4: Thus T is of ﬁnite index.
Example 6.3. Let S ¼ Z and Gði; jÞ ¼ 1 if ji 	 jj ¼ 1 and Gði; jÞ ¼ 0 if ji 	 jja1:
Consider a weight matrix T deﬁned by Tij ¼ 1=2 if ji 	 jj ¼ 1 and Tij ¼ 0 if ji 	 jja1:
Then c1 ¼ 1 and c2 ¼ 4: Thus T is of ﬁnite index.
Example 6.4. The homogeneous tree TreeðnÞ of degree n is the tree where all vertices
have degree n: For example Treeð2Þ is the graph above with S ¼ Z and Gði; jÞ ¼ 1 if
ji 	 jj ¼ 1 and Gði; jÞ ¼ 0 if ji 	 jja1: Treeð4Þ is the Cayley graph of the free group
F2 with respect to the generators. We deﬁne a weight matrix T for TreeðnÞ by
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associating the value 1=n with each edge. Then c1 ¼ 1 and c2 ¼ n2: Thus T is of ﬁnite
index.
Example 6.5. A tree has a weight matrix of ﬁnite index if and only if it has bounded
degree. In general a locally ﬁnite graph has a weight matrix of ﬁnite index if and
only if both in- and out-degrees are bounded. In fact suppose that the in-degree
is unbounded. We may assume that c1oN: For any edge ði; jÞAE;
0oTijpsupi
P
j Tij ¼ c1: Then we have
c2 ¼ sup
j
X
i
1
Tij
X
X
i
1
Tij
X
X
i
1
c1
:
Since the in-degree is unbounded, the last term goes toN: Therefore c2 ¼N: The
rest may be similarly shown.
Simple computations show the following:
Lemma 6.6. Let T ¼ ðTijÞij be a weight matrix for a graph G: Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) T is of finite index.
(2) The two norms Ajj jj and jj jjA on X0 are equivalent.
If T is of ﬁnite index, we can identify the two completions of X0 with respect to
the two norms above deﬁned. We shall denote by X its completion. The left and
right actions of A extend to injective -homomorphisms f : A-LðXAÞ and
c : A-LðAX Þ:
Making use of easy estimates, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 6.7. In the above situation, if a weight matrix T is of finite index, then X is of
finite index and
r 	 Ind½X  ¼
X
j
Tij
 !
i
AcNðSÞ; c	 Ind½X  ¼
X
i
1
Tij
 !
j
AcNðSÞ:
Proof. We ﬁrst show that X is of ﬁnite right index. The left A-action on X is
included inKðXAÞ; as an immediate consequence of the fact that the graph is locally
ﬁnite. We next show that X is of ﬁnite right numerical index (Deﬁnition 2.8).
By Proposition 2.7, we need to show that for any f1;y; fnAX0 and
g1;y; gnAX0;
Xn
p¼1
Að fpjgpÞ



pc1
Xn
p¼1
yrfp;gp



:
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Now by Lemma 2.1 in [KPW1]
Xn
p¼1
yrfp;gp



 ¼ supj
X
i
fpði; jÞfqði; jÞ
 !1=2
pq
X
i
gpði; jÞgqði; jÞ
 !1=2
pq



;
which implies
Xn
p¼1
Að fpjgpÞ



p supi
X
j
Tij
 !
sup
j
Xn
p¼1
fpði; jÞgpði; jÞ

!
 !
p c1 sup
j
sup
i
jjðfpði; jÞfqði; jÞÞ1=2pq ðgpði; jÞgqði; jÞÞ1=2pq jj
p c1 sup
j
X
i
fpði; jÞfqði; jÞ
 !1=2
pq
X
i
gpði; jÞgqði; jÞ
 !1=2
pq




¼ c1
Xn
p¼1
yrfp;gp



:
Similarly,
Xn
p¼1
yrfp;fp



pc2
Xn
p¼1
Að fpj fpÞ



:
We next show that X is of ﬁnite left index. We denote by Y0 be the A–A bimodule
c00ðEÞ with the following two-sided inner products: For fˆ; gˆAY0;
A/fˆjgˆSðiÞ ¼
X
j
fˆði; jÞgˆði; jÞ
and
/fˆjgˆSAð jÞ ¼
X
i
1
Tij
fˆði; jÞgˆði; jÞ:
We denote by Y its completion. For fAY0; deﬁne UfAY0 by ðUf Þði; jÞ ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Tij
p
f ði; jÞ: Then we have Að f jgÞ ¼ A/Uf jUgS and ð f jgÞA ¼ /Uf jUgSA: The
map U extends to a surjective isometry X-Y with respect to the two-sided inner
products. Combining the fact with the preceding argument, we see that X is of ﬁnite
left index. Since fdði;jÞgði;jÞAE is a right basis for X ;
r 	 Ind½X  ¼
X
ði;jÞ
Aðdði;jÞjdði;jÞÞ ¼
X
j
Tij
 !
i
AcNðSÞ:
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Since f 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Tij
p dði;jÞgði;jÞAE is a left basis for X the formula for c	 Ind½X  is obtained
similarly. &
6.2. Crossed products of Hilbert C-bimodules by locally compact groups
In [K], the ﬁrst-named author studied continuous crossed products of Hilbert C-
bimodules by locally compact groups. Let B be a unital C-algebra, and A be a C-
subalgebra of B with the same unit. Let E : B-A be a conditional expectation of
ﬁnite index in the sense of [W]. So there exists a ﬁnite basis fu1; u2;y; ung of B such
that x ¼Pni¼1 Eðxui Þui for any xAB: Let X ¼ ABB be a A–B bimodule with right B-
valued inner product ðxjyÞB ¼ xy and left A-valued inner product AðxjyÞ ¼ EðxyÞ:
Then X is a Hilbert A 	 B bimodule of ﬁnite index.
Let G be a second countable locally compact group and a a continuous
homomorphism from G to the automorphism group of B such that EðagðbÞÞ ¼
agðEðbÞÞ for every bAB and every gAG: It can be shown that AsaG can be
embedded as a C-algebra in BsaG in a natural way, and it can be shown that there
exists a conditional expectation E˜ from BsaG to AsaG which extends E: Put
Y ¼ BsaG: We deﬁne a AsaG- BsaG bimodule structure on Y and a left inner
product over AsaG and a right inner product over BsaG in the obvious way using
E˜: Then it can be shown that Y is a countably generated Hilbert C-bimodule
of ﬁnite index (see [K]). The left and right indices of Y are essentially the same as those
of X :
6.3. Correspondences
Let O be a compact Hausdorff space. Most Hilbert C-bimodules over the
commutative C-algebra A ¼ CðOÞ naturally arise from set-theoretical correspondences
(i.e. closed subsets C of O O) similar to the case of commutative von Neumann
algebras considered by Connes. We say that a pair ðC; mÞ is a (multiplicity free)
topological correspondence on O if C is a (closed) subset of O O and m ¼ ðmyÞyAO is a
family of ﬁnite regular Borel measure on O satisfying the following conditions:
(1) ( faithfulness) the support suppmy of the measure my is the y-section Cy :¼
fxAOjðx; yÞACg;
(2) (continuity) for any fACðCÞ; the map yAO- RCy f ðx; yÞ dmyðxÞAC is contin-
uous.
The vector space X0 ¼ CðCÞ is an A–A bimodule by
ða  f  bÞðx; yÞ ¼ aðxÞf ðx; yÞbðyÞ
for a; bAA; fAX0 and ðx; yÞAC: We deﬁne an A-valued inner product on X0 by
ð f jgÞAðyÞ ¼
Z
Cy
f ðx; yÞgðx; yÞ dmyðxÞ
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for f ; gAX0: Faithfulness and continuity of m imply that X0 is a right pre-Hilbert A-
module. We denote by X the completion X0: The left A-action on X0 can be extended
to a -homomorphism f : A-LAðXAÞ: Thus we obtain a right Hilbert A–A
bimodule with right inner products from the correspondence ðC; mÞ: See [D] and
[KW1] for a more precise treatment.
We usually assume that for any xAO there exists yAO withðx; yÞAC: This
condition implies that left action f is faithful. We also assume that for any yAO
there exists xAO with ðx; yÞAC: The condition shows that right inner product on X
is full. In fact let oðyÞ ¼ myðCyÞ: Then oAA is invertible. For any aAA; put f ðx; yÞ ¼
aðyÞ: Then ðI j f ÞA ¼ ao: Hence the right inner product is full.
Example 6.9. Let us assume that projection maps
r : ðx; yÞAC/xAO and s : ðx; yÞAC/yAO
are local homeomorphisms. For any yAO; let my be the counting measure on Cy:
Then ðC; mÞ is a topological correspondence on O: We shall show X has a ﬁnite basis.
In fact, since C is compact, and by our assumption, there exist a ﬁnite set
fðx1; y1Þ;yðxn; ynÞgCC and open neighborhoods Uk of ðxk; ykÞ for k ¼ 1;y; n such
that the restrictions of the projection maps r and s to Uk are local homeomorphisms
and C ¼ Snk¼1 Uk is an open covering. Let f f1;y; fngCCðCÞ be a partition of unity
for this open covering. Put gk ¼ f 1=2k X0: Then for any ðx1; yÞ; ðx2; yÞAC; we have
Xn
k¼1
gkðx1; yÞgkðx2; yÞ ¼ dx1;x2 :
Using these equalities, for any hACðCÞ; we have that Pnk¼1 gkðgkjhÞA ¼ h: Thus
fg1;y; gng is a ﬁnite basis for X :
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